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Research on metals, particularly refractory metals, during pulsed heating by high density cur-
rents (up to ~ 107 A/cm2) is reported. In particular, studies have been made of the specific heat
and thermal expansion of metals in the liquid state, the resistivity in the liquid state as a function
of the amount of energy supplied during free and confined expansion generating pressures up to
4-104 atm, the visible emission, the heat effusion, the changes in certain properties upon melting,
the dispersal of a metal during an electrical explosion, and the anomalies of the specific heat and
electron emission of a metal in the solid state which stem from the high rate of Joule heating. The
experimental data reported on liquid metals (Al, Cu, Mo, W) at high temperatures and high
pressures (tens of kilobars) are of considerable interest for the theory of liquid metals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pulsed heating of metals by electric currents offers sev-
eral new experimental possibilities. Data which have been
obtained during rapid heating (up to ~ 109 K/s) by dense
currents (j~ 106-107 A/cm2) reflect a variety of physical
phenomena in metals (primarily refractory metals) in the sol-
id state near the melting point, throughout the liquid state,
and upon the disappearance of metallic conductivity. In par-
ticular, studies have been made of the specific heat and ther-
mal expansion of a metal in the liquid state, the electrical
resistance in the liquid state as a function of the energy sup-
plied during free expansion and during expansion under
pressure, the visible emission, the heat effusion, the changes
in certain properties upon melting, the dispersal of a metal
during an electrical explosion, and the anomalies of the heat
capacity and the electron emission of a metal in the solid
state which stem from the high rate of Joule heating. In addi-
tion to studies of phenomena in the metals themselves there
have been studies of the new features which are seen in the
anode current in a vacuum diode at the peak of the anoma-
lously high emission of a tungsten emitter.

The experiments which have been carried out during
rapid pulsed heating supply some substantially new infor-
mation about metals in two directions: First, it is possible to
obtain the characteristics of states with high levels of inject-
ed energy, not accessible under steady-state conditions. Sec-
ond, in all stages of an experiment it is possible to bring out

those properties of a metal which are manifested only during
rapid processes and cannot be observed directly under
steady-state conditions.

The research on metals during rapid pulsed heating be-
gan with experiments on the explosion of conductors by elec-
tric currents of high density./. Chace1 reports that an electri-
cal explosion was first described in 1773. In 1920-1926,
electrical explosions were used to achieve high temperatures
for spectroscopic experiments.2-3 Research on electrical ex-
plosions began to develop rapidly in the 1950s in connection
with the major effort which was being undertaken in plasma
research, with the result that by the end of the 1960s four
international conferences had been held on this topic.4"6

Another explanation for the long list of studies on elec-
trical explosions is that many of the effects involved here are
of independent interest for producing intense light pulses,
shock waves, and extremely fine powders; for depositing
coatings; for stamping; for detonating explosives; for switch-
ing electric circuits. Many studies have been dedicated to
determining the mechanism for the destruction of a conduc-
tor by an intense current. For the most part, the processes
studied have been fast processes (in which the conductor is
destroyed in a fraction of a microsecond, at current densities
j> 1-107 A/cm2), since the investigators have usually at-
tempted to pump as much specific energy as possible into the
metal. If the process is too rapid, however, the state of the
conductor becomes nonuniform over its cross section, mak-
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ing it more difficult to obtain information about the state of
the metal itself. For these reasons we will not be discussing
experiments on the bulk properties of metals unless a uni-
form heating was arranged (Section 2), and we will not take
up the mechanism of melting.

One of the factors primarily responsible for the long
delay in the use of electrical explosions to study the proper-
ties of metals appears to have been the widespread belief that
the explosion consists of a rapid development of macroscop-
ic inhomogeneities in the conductor.7"9 In Refs. 10 and 11 it
was found that another effect occurs: At a high value of the
specific energy injected into a metal, w > w*, the metal loses
its conductivity and explodes, i.e., expands rapidly. After the
experiment, the metal is found not in macroscopic drops but
in particles with dimensions of the order of a few hundred
interatomic distances.12'13 The energy w* and the corre-
sponding heating time t * refer to a transition from a slight
change in the conductivity of the liquid metal to a rapid
decrease in the conductivity. Experiments have shown that
before this transition begins (at t < / *) all macroscopic inho-
mogeneities can be essentially eliminated by appropriately
choosing the current density./ and the cross-sectional area of
the conductor. Under these conditions the time t *, i.e., the
time interval over which a metal is heated before its conduc-
tivity drops sharply, is considerably shorter than the time
required for the development of macroscopic inhomogene-
ities. In the later stages of an experiment (t > / *), however,
this approach is not successful in keeping the expanding ex-
plosion products homogeneous, so that it is difficult to ob-
tain information about the state of these products. Accord-
ingly, studies of the properties of metals should be carried
out14 in the initial stage of electrical-explosion experiments,
under conditions such that the state of the conductor is ho-
mogeneous, at t < t *. We might note that with respect to
homogeneity the volume heating of a condensed metal by a
current is preferable to heating from a surface by, for exam-
ple, a laser beam.

At current densities./ Z 5-106 A/cm2, wires of refractory
metals can be heated well above their melting point, up to the
point at which the metallic conductivity disappears, by rapid
Joule heating, dw/dt~j2, so that the process is of short dura-
tion f 5 10~5 s. For times in this range several difficulties
afflicting steady-state experiments on the bulk properties of
metals drop out of the picture. In particular, evaporation
from the surface of the conductor, all types of heat loss, and
the contamination of the metal by an interaction with the
surrounding medium can all be ignored. Furthermore, the
experiment is too brief for a change in the shape of the mol-
ten conductor, so that crucibles can be avoided; this is an
extremely important advantage, since liquid metals interact
actively with the walls of a crucible at high temperatures.

Extremely few results have been obtained on liquid re-
fractory metals in the steady state because of the serious ex-
perimental difficulties. The pulsed method allows consider-
able progress in this direction. In particular, experiments
with rapid heating yielded the first experimental data on the
heats of fusion and the jumps in the resistance upon melting
for tungsten and molybdenum.'1>ls Subsequent research has

yielded similar information on several other refractory met-
als.1^18

Experimental data on the properties of refractory met-
als during melting and in a liquid state are required for solv-
ing several physical and technological problems. Informa-
tion of this type is also of considerable interest for deriving a
theory of liquid metals. Particularly noteworthy is the disap-
pearance of metallic conductivity when high energies are
injected into a metal.10'11 The results of experiments in this
direction, carried out with rapid pulsed heating (t * ~ 10~5 s)
by a current, can be explained11'19"21 at a qualitative level by
assuming that the conductivity disappears because the liquid
metal is broken up by the fluctuating surfaces of microscopic
discontinuities into regions whose dimensions decrease as
the heating proceeds and become comparable to the mean
free path of an electron in the condensed metal. The physical
properties of the extremely fine metal particles which appear
in these experiments (and which are also prepared by other
methods) are at present the subject of active research.22'23

Among the phenomena characteristic of fast processes
are the anomalies of the electron emission and the heat ca-
pacity which were discovered in Refs. 24 and 25, respective-
ly. In each case the anomalies arise while the metal is still in
its solid state but near the melting point, and the conditions
for the heating of the metal by a dense current are the same in
the two cases. The anomalies in the electron emission and the
heat capacity apparently have a common physical nature.
For a discussion of the reasons for the anomalies,24'25 we cite
the results of Refs. 26 and 27 on metals at high current densi-
ties in the steady state (achieved by rapidly cooling thin met-
al tapes with water). It was found in Ref. 27 that there are no
anomalies in the state of gold, at any rate in its electrical
conductivity, at current densities up toy ~ 5-106 A/cm2, This
conclusion agrees with the theory of Refs. 28 and 29.

Pulsed experiments at high values of/ differ substantial-
ly from the experiments of Refs. 26 and 27 in that the state of
the metal may be largely determined not only by high values
of the electric field or current density but also by a high
heating rate. At current densities j£ 107 A/cm2, however,
the heating time is still very long in comparison with the
electron relaxation time and in comparison with the vibra-
tion period of the atoms of the crystal lattice. It might thus
appear that there is no basis for expecting any significant
new features in the state of the metal. This conclusion, how-
ever, is based on an ideal crystal lattice and ignores the ther-
mal defects in a lattice, whose concentration increases dra-
matically as the melting point is approached. We know that
diffusion of defects plays an important role in the establish-
ment of an equilibrium defect concentration, and the diffu-
sion rate in a metal is comparatively low. During rapid heat-
ing, the defect concentration may thus deviate from its
equilibrium value. In pulsed experiments at high values of/
we can thus expect changes in those characteristics of a met-
al for which lattice defects are important. These consider-
ations serve as the basis for a hypothesis (Section 5) which
holds that these anomalous featuresin the emission and heat
capacity stem from a nonequilibrium defect concentration.
Measurements of the emission may provide a new tool for
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studying nonequilibrium defects of a crystal lattice.
The interest in nonequilibrium states is not restricted to

purely physical questions. The development of high-power
pulsed facilities requires an understanding of not only the
equilibrium properties of a material at high temperatures but
also the properties of the material during a rapid change in
state. One topic involved here, for example, is the general
question of the destruction of a metal by an intense energy
flux. Very important in practice are the phenomena which
occur in small volumes of a conductor, in particular, the
electrical erosion of electrodes upon the contraction of dis-
charges between them. The main causes of the erosion in
such discharges appear to be a local Joule heating and the
electical explosion of small parts of the surface layer of the
electrodes.30 Accordng to Ref. 30, the disappearance of the
conductivity of a metal during an electrical explosion is the
reason for the abrupt displacements of the current spot over
the electrode. The disappearance of conductivity during the
explosion of a metal is exploited in a variety of schemes for
switching electric circuits.31'32

We could also cite the phenomenon which has come to
be called the "explosive emission of electrons."33"35 The spe-
cial features of heating and destruction of conductors by
dense currents undoubtedly play an important role in this
phenomenon. Experiments carried out to produce ultras-
trong pulsed magnetic fields in miniature solenoids have re-
vealed the clearly defined features of the destruction of con-
ductors.36 Some of these features are similar to the "energy
anomalies"7'37 which had been observed previously to result
from radial nonuniformities of the pressure (Section 4) in
conductors at very high current densities. The rapid-heating
method also has some extensive possibilities for studying the
dependence of the high-temperature properties of a metal on
its "past history." For example, it has been established reli-
ably that wires which have and have not been annealed have
different heats effusion.

There is another pulsed method for high-temperature
research which is being developed successfully.38 This meth-
od differs substantially from that discussed above in that the
pulse lengths are far greater (the time required for heating to
melting is ~ 10~' s instead of ~ 10~4-10~6 s). Slow heating
has certain advantages in studies of the equilibrium proper-
ties of metals in the solid state. In the case of liquid metals,
however, experiments with pulse lengths ~ 10"' s must still
deal with the basic difficulties which are characteristic of
steady-state high-temperature experiments. Long pulses are
accordingly ineffective for studying liquid metals. Slow
heating is also ineffective for studying the anomalies of the
heat capacity25 and the emission,24 whose relaxation times
are of the order of 1CP4 s.

2. METHODOLOGICAL QUESTIONS

A common thread running through all the experiments
discussed below is that the metal is heated by a single pulse of
a very dense current. Otherwise, the experimental proce-
dures differ substantially from one problem to the next: elec-
trical conductivity, heat capacity, thermal expansion, visible
emission, and electron emission. The arrangment shown in

4s ft

FIG. 1. Circuit for producing intense current pulses i(t).

Fig. 1 is convenient for producing roughly square pulses of a
high current i(t}. A capacitor C0 is charged to a high voltage
and used along with ballast resistances rb and switches S1>2 •
The current is delivered to the conductor under study of
resistance R, and to a standard resistance r by switch 5,, and
at the appropriate time t0 this current is abruptly cut off by
switch S2- In a number of cases it is preferable to use /(/)
pulses of a different shape, e.g., sine half-waves. The current
i(t), the resistance R (t), and the Joule heat evolution
dW — i2R dt are measured by oscilloscopes 0, which mea-
sure the voltage drops UR and Ur across conductors R and r.

Circular wires and strips of foil are convenient for
achieving uniform Joule heating. Uniformity is important
because it allows the data obtained for the entire wire to be
easily expressed in terms of a unit mass of the wire. Experi-
ments show that at current densities./s; 1 • 107 A/cm2 and for
wires 2c<0.1 mm in diameter essentially no nonuniformity
appears before the time t *, the beginning of the rapid in-
crease in the resistance /{.According to Refs. 10,11,and 39,
this increase is due primarily to the pronounced decrease in
the conductivity of the metal at the specific input energy

'=^r \PRdt,

where M is the mass of the wire, and the heating begins
(t — 0) at room temperature.

Furthermore, after the current i appears, and before the
stage of the rapid increase in R, the inductance of the wire,
£ R, and that of the standard resistance, Jzfr, can be ignored
for these values of/ and a; i.e., we can assume ^f R di/dt^Ri,
Jfrdi/dt<%ri. Figure 2a shows oscilloscope traces of

UR (t) = R(t)i (t), UT (t) = ri (*)

obtained under these conditions.
The nonuniformities which appear in a wire because of

the rapid thermal expansion, the skin effect, and the ponder-
omotive forces of the current / become progressively strong-
er with increasing initial wire radius a and with increasing
current density./' = i/ira2. For a rough estimate of the condi-
tions required for the appearance of nonuniformities, we
show in Table I (Ref. 37) the times t * for tungsten (the time
required to heat the tungsten to the point at which the con-
ductivity begins to drop steeply) for various values ofy". These
values of / * were found from oscilloscope traces of UR (t)
during the uniform heating of tungsten wires by a current
pulse j= 1-107 A/cm2 of nearly square shape; the results
have been converted to other values of/ with the help of the
relation t JVr f = (J2/J\)2 • If the heating time / * is so short as
to be less than or comparable to the time required for the
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FIG.2. Curves of U R ( t ) , £/r(/),and0(«)forW(a);Ref. 19);Al(b),
Fe jc); Ref. 16; the arrow shows the Curie point), and Au (d); Ref.
17). t *—Beginning of the rapid growth of the resistance; / **—
maximum of UK; td—beginning of the discharge; /„—time at
which the current is switched off. For parts c and d, the shape of
the current pulses is the same as in parts a and b. The duration of
the process (along the abscissa axis) ranges from 5 to 10,us for
parts a through d.

propagation of an elastic perturbation over a distance of the
order of the wire radius a, radial nonuniformities of the pres-
sure appear in the wire. Manifestations of nonuniformities of
this type were observed in Ref. 40, for example. Taking the
sound velocity in the liquid metal to be u = MO5 cm/s, we
find from Table I that in the region of metallic conductivity
(t < t *) the condition for the absence of such nonuniformities,
t *>a/z/, holds at radii a 5 5-10~3 cm and current densities
y'S 1-107 A/cm2, but it does not hold at (for example)
a = 2.5-10"2 cm and./ = 5-107 A/cm2. At wZ. w*, the sharp
decrease in the sound velocity u causes the nonuniformities
to appear at significantly lower radii a and current densities
j-

Hydrodynamic equations were used along with Ohm's
law and Joule's law in Ref. 41 to determine the parameter
N = aj2, which is a measure of the nonuniformity of the state
of the metal over the wire cross section; it was assumed there
that the inertial effect is dominant. The uniformity improves
with decreasing N. This condition is essentially equivalent to
the inequality t *>a/«, since t * ~ I//2. It was found experi-
mentally in Ref. 41 that the curves of the wire resistance/? as
functions of the energy injected into the wire, W, are identi-
cal for various radii a and for various heating times t * if the
condition N = aj2 = const is satisfied. At small values of N
in the region t Z t * (explosion), the derivative dR /d Wis larg-
er than at large values of N. Since the experimentally con-
firmed relationship between N and dR /d W was derived
without allowance for nonuniformity along the length of the

wire, the sharp increase in the resistance/? observed at t > t *
apparently cannot be attributed to such nonuniformities
(which would be dfferent for different values of a oij).

Some idea of the role played by the skin effect can be
obtained by estimating the frequency ca, which appears in the
familiar expression for the skin depth 6 near a plane surface,
from the length of the heating pulse, t *: a> = ir/t *. For a
current density/ = 5-107 A/cm2 and a wire radius a = 2.5
•10~2 cm in the case of liquid tungsten, whose conductivity
depends only weakly on the temperature, we find a/8 = 0.5.
In other words, the nonuniformity of the distribution of j
over the cross section of the wire is significant. The corre-
sponding heating nonuniformity cannot be removed by heat
conduction, since over the time t * the necessary condition
for such removal, t *>a2/%, does not hold (% = x/Cy, where
x is the thermal conductivity, C the heat capacity, and y the
density). In experiments with y'51-107 A/cm2 and
a55-10~3 cm, however (in which case we would have a/
<5 = 1.2-10-1fortungstenat20°Canda/c5 = 2.5-10-2atthe
melting point), it is a very good approximation to ignore the
skin effect, as can be seen from the expression42

which holds if a<<5 (x is the distance from the wire axis).
The ponderomotive forces associated with the current

flow through the conductor give rise to a pressure in the

TABLE I.

i. A/cm2

5-105

MO6

(*, s

2.2-10-3

5.6-10-4

i, A/cm2

5- 10"

1-10'

(*, S

2.2-10-5

5.6-10-°

i. A/cm2

5-10'

t-108

(*, s

2.2-10-'

5. 6- 10-8
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conductor, which may be substantial. For a uniform current
distribution over the cross section of a circular wire, the
pressure in a metal in a quasisteady regime is given by (Gaus-
sian units; c is the velocity of light)

er values of the injected energy. The reason for this behavior
is that the time (/— I//2) required to deliver a significant
amount of energy, w~ w*, to a metal (Table I) becomes com-
parable to the rise time of the discharge.

i.e., the pressure increases from zero at the surface of the
wire (x = a) to a maximum value on its axis (x = 0). The
average pressure in the metal, (p) = [p(0) +p(a)]/2, is
equal to the magnetic pressure at the surface of the wire:
pM(d] = H2(a)/Sir. For a current density j = 1-107 A/cm2

and a radius a = 5-10~3cm, wefind/>(0) = 80 atm from this
expression. This pressure would not have any significant ef-
fect on the properties of a metal in a condensed state which
we will be discussing below.

In Section 4 we discuss the longitudinal nonuniformi-
ties which, atyS;5-106 A/cm2, form in a wire11-39'43'44 at
t £ t *, i.e., after the beginning of the sharp decrease in the
conductivity of the metal. Other possible causes of a nonuni-
form heating of wires might be imperfections of fabrication
and, at low values of/, deformation by surface-tension forces
after melting. In the experiments which we will discuss in
this paper, the MHD instabilities of conductors45'46 are not
seen in the condensed state.

During the heating of a conductor by a dense current, a
shunting discharge may arise along the surface of the con-
ductor,10 with the result that the current density in the met-
al, j, decreases sharply, and the heating of the metal nearly
comes to a halt. Conditions promoting the appearance of
such a discharge are a high voltage drop along the wire,
UR =jpl (I is the length of the wire, and p is the resistivity of
the metal), a high temperature, and a low pressure in the
surrounding medium. In experiments with tungsten in air at
atmospheric pressure withy's; 1-107 A/cm2 and / = 1 cm, a
shunting discharge occurs at the beginning of the liquid-
state region.19 The wire then flies apart in the form of drops.
In vacuum at the same values ofy and /, a tungsten wire is
shunted by a discharge even before melting begins.24 Ne-
vertheless,the explosion of a tungsten wire in vacuum is dis-
cussed in several papers, despite the fact that under these
conditions the volume heating of the wire is terminated by
the shunting, and the wire either remains entirely intact or is
damaged by a discharge in certain regions. In the case of the
lower-melting metals (e.g., Al, Cu, and Ag), a shunting dis-
charge does not arise in air at atmospheric pressure at these
current densities at any point before the complete develop-
ment of an explosion. For Fe and Ni under the same condi-
tions, this discharge would be ignited near the time t *. The
shunting is eliminated, and the explosion of wires of refrac-
tory metals is achieved, by placing the wires in a medium
with a high dielectric strength, e.g., water, oil, paraffin, or a
compressed gas. 10 In vacuum, the length of the wire, /, and
the current density j must be reduced markedly in order to
prevent a discharge before the metal has completely melt-
e£j 24,47,48

As the current density j becomes very large (y'^5-107

A/cm2) in any medium, a shunting discharge occurs at high-

3. MELTING AND THE LIQUID STATE OF REFRACTORY
METALS

a) Resistance and heat of fusion

Figure 2a reproduces11 oscilloscope traces of UR (t)
= R(t)i(t) and Ur(t) = ri(t), which characterize the resis-

tance R (t) of a tungsten wire and the current i(t) under condi-
tions of uniform heating to the beginning of an explosion
(t 51 *), as discussed above. At the times corresponding to the
beginning of the melting of the wire, t ̂  (the solid phase) and
the end of the melting, t l

m (liquid phase), there are slope
changes on the curves of UR (t). These slope changes corre-
spond to changes in the dependence of the resistance R on
the input energy W. The beginning and end of the melting
can also be determined from the emission from the wire, <t> (t)
(Figs. 2c and 2d); this possibility is important for metals
whose R (t) curves do not have a clearly defined slope change
at the time t s

m (Au, Fe, Rh, Nb, and Ir) or at the time t 'm (Fe).
The regions of the solid state, melting, the liquid state, and
the rapid drop in conductivity are labeled 1-4 in Fig. 2a.
These states can be identified, in particular, by abruptly cut-
ting off the current i in various stages of the energy input11:
When the current is cut oif in region 1, the wire remains
intact after the experiment; in region 2, it is partially melted;
in the beginning of region 3, the wire contracts completely
into small balls, with a dimension of the order of the initial
diameter of the wire that are flying apart; the products which
are left from the wire after the current / is cut off in region 4
make up a finely dispersed mass. Region 5 corresponds to a
discharge which occurs in these products if the current / is
not cut off.

From measurements of the input energy AW=(\/r)UR

X Ur dt and the resistance R ( t ) = rUR (t )/Ur (t), the specific
energy Aw = dW/M and the "reduced" resistance p°(t)
= [S (0)/l (0)]R (t )aredetermined.Forthesolidstateofamet-

al, this reduced resistance differs only slightly from the resis-
tivity^? ) = (S(t)// (t ))R (t) [Misthemassofthewire,andi(O)
and / (0) are its original cross-sectional area and length]. Ta-
ble II shows some results from such measurements16'17 of the
resistance at the melting point of a metal in the solid state,
p°(t sm)=p°, and in the liquid state,p°(t'm)=p°, along with
the heats of fusion, Awm. The errors in the results (5-10% in
Awm, 2-3% mp° andp?, and 1% inp°/p°) depend primarily
on the clarity of the slope changes on the oscilloscope traces
at the times t"m and t'm (this clarity varies from metal to
metal). Some similar results, obtained without a control of
the times t *m from the emission <P (t), were reported in Ref.
18. It is important to compare the results of Refs. 16-18 with
the results of steady-state experiments, in particular, be-

"The curves in Figs. 2-16 are drawn from oscillograms.
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TABLE II.

Metal

An
Ni
Fe

Pt
Rh
Ir

Nb
Mo
Ta
W

Composition, %

99,9
Ni + Co — 99.5

C-0,1

(PI -1)
99.9
99.9

99.7, Ta— 0,2
99.96

98.8; Nb< l
99.95

A<om. J/g

Pulsed
heating

70
318
244

128
257
200

297
415
202
299

Magnetic
levitation

_
—
—

_
26554

21351

29765

40856

—
~

PJ"fist-ra

0.131
0.61
1,30

0.63
0.61
0,70

0.95
0.80
1.14
1.17

A°"fifJ-m

0.29
0.82
1.34

0.94
0,85
0,92

1.08
0.95
1.26
1.27

P I
P°

2,22
1.35
1.03

1.48
1.'40
1,31

1.14
1.19
1.10
i.'os

cause it is not clear at the outset whether the particular char-
acteristics of a metal which are under study remain the same
when the metal is heated by a current at a rate up to ~ 109 K/
s. It was found that near the melting point in the solid state
the resistances of W, Ta, and Mo found at high current den-
sities 16-49-50 agree with the results of the corresponding
steady-state measurements within experimental error (2-
3%). The resistance of liquid refractory metals has not been
measured by steady-state methods (the data on the jump in
the resistivity during the melting of tungsten and molyb-
denum which have been quoted in some well-known pa-
pers51"53 were obtained during a rapid pulsed process in Ref.
11). For Au, Ni, and Fe, within the scatter in the pulsed and
steady-state data, there is so far no basis for claiming a differ-
ence between the resistances at the melting point in the two
regimes.

For the heats of fusion the results of the pulsed mea-
surements11'16'17 lie within the scatter in the corresponding
results of steady-state measurements (which is at least 6-
10%). However, the results of the steady-state measure-
ments of Refs. 54-56, which were obtained after the pulsed
experiments by a method of levitation calorimetry for Rh, Ir,
Nb, and Mo, agree well with the pulsed data (Table II). The
heats of fusion of tungsten and tantalum have apparently not
yet been measured by steady-state methods. In summary, no
anomalous behavior has been found in the electrical conduc-
tivity or the heat of fusion during rapid heating by a dense
current, within experimental error.

b) Resistance and thermal expansion of liquid metals;
pressure dependence of the resistance

With increasing input energy w and thus increasing
thermal expansion, the reduced resistance of a metal, p0(t),
deviates progressively from the resistivityp(t}. Significantly,
during rapid heating the expansion of the wire in the liquid
state occurs essentially only along the radius [i.e., l(t) = 7(0)],
and the evaporation is negligible; i.e., the total number of

atoms is conserved: na (t )s(t ) / ( / )= «a (0)s(0)7 (0). We can
therefore write

P°(0 na(Q)

where z is the number of conduction electrons per atom; re,
e, and m are the relaxation time, charge, and effective mass
of an electron; and na (0) is the initial density of atoms. For a
rapid process the reduced resistance thus differs from the
resistivity

in that the varying atomic density na (t) is replaced by the
initial atomic density «a (0). Under these conditions, a study
of the reduced resistance/?0!?) = (s(Q)/l (0))R (t) immediately
yields information about the quantity m/zre, which is deter-
mined by the electronic structure of the metal. The resis-
tance p°(t) is thus of independent interest, regardless of the
resistivity p(t), whose determination requires, in addition to
measurements ofR (t), measurements of the thermal expan-
sion. Figure 2 shows oscilloscope traces of UR (t), which
characterizes the resistancep°(f )orR (t) = rUR (t )/Ur(t ),for
certain metals. It has been noted20 in regard to the w depen-
dence of the reduced resistance/?0 that/)0 usually increases
only slightly upon melting and further heating for those liq-
uid metals and alloys16 for which it is large in the solid state
at the melting point. At high input energies, the resistancep°
has a value ~ 1.3 ///2-m before its rapid decrease for the met-
als which have been studied.

The experiments have shown that the reduced resis-
tance/?0 in the liquid state for Al, Au, Cu, and Rh increases
markedly upon the injection of energy; increases slightly for
Ni, Pt, and Ir; and remains essentially constant for Fe, Mo,
and Ta (Fig. 2) (i.e., we have dp0/At Z 0 and thus dp°/dw Z 0).
In contrast with these metals, tungsten has a derivative dp0/
dw < 0 during free expansion at atmospheric pressure after
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melting. With an increase in the amount of energy injected
into liquid tungsten the derivative dp°/dw progressively in-
creases (Fig. 2a) and becomes positive. Since the scattering of
electrons by phonons intensifies with increasing w, because
of the temperature rise, the negative value of dp°/dw indi-
cates a decrease in the quantity p°~m/ZTe during expan-
sion, i.e., upon an increase in the average interatomic dis-
tance in tungsten at the beginning of the liquid region 3 (Fig.
2a).

Experiments on the rapid heating of wires during con-
fined expansion, with thick-walled glass capillaries,57 con-
firm this conclusion. If the confinement of the expansion
begins at the beginning of the liquid region, at a comparati-
vely high density of the tungsten, while the initial volume of
the cavity in the capillary (Vc) is slightly greater than the
initial volume of the wire, V0 (Fig. 3a; KC/V0 =1.11), then
before the metallic conductivity begins to disappear, i.e., at
w<w*, we find a derivative dp°on /dt > dp°/dt or
dp°on /dw > dp°/dw, wherep°con andp° refer to heating with a
bounded volume and during free expansion, respectively. In
this case, as can be seen from Fig. 3 a, we have
(dp°on/dv)w <0 (y = V/Mis the specific volume of the met-
al). If, on the other hand, the confinement of the expansion
begins at a lower density, i.e., at a large value of VC/V0, then
we find dp°con/dw<dp°/dw and (dpla/dw)w >0 for tung-
sten and copper. Figure 3b shows the corresponding down-
ward deviation of the p°con curve from the p° curve for the
particular case of copper. The condition (dp°mn/dv)w >0 is
similar to that decrease in the resistance with increasing ex-
ternal pressure which was observed for most metals in the
solid state (at room temperature) in the widely known studies
by Bridgman.

The difference in reduced resistances A = p°on — p°
during the heating of wires in capillaries and during "free"
expansion (in wax) was measured directly in Ref. 58 in a
Wheatstone-bridge arrangement, with a sensitivity an order
of magnitude better than that in Ref. 57. For all the metals
studied (Al, Cu, Mo) the families of A (w) curves correspond-
ing to several values of VC/V0 turned out to be qualitatively
identical (Figs. 4-6). In Figs. 4-11, the specific energy
pumped into the metal is calculated from the time at which
the melting ends; i.e., the specific energy refers exclusively to
the liquid state and is denoted by w, (or wf) instead of w. At
small values of VC/V0, at which the confinement of the ex-

FIG. 3. Resistance of liquid W (a; Ref. 57) and liquid Cu (b). Traces of
UR (t) for a nearly constant current / in the liquid region for the cases of free
expansion, p0, and confined expansion /9°01,, are superimposed. The initial
wire diameters are 0.3 mm. The initial capillary diameters are (a) 0.316
mm and (b) 0.337 mm.
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FIG. 4. Change in the electrical resistance of molybdenum, A = p°m — p°
(a), and p° (b) during thermal compression beginning at various metal
densities.58 a: 1—KC/K0 = U0;2—1.18; 3—1.25; 4—1.34. b: Solid line—
p°; dashed line—p°m for F0/F0 = 1.10.

pansion begins at lower energies w,, the difference A initially
decreases with increasing wt, goes through a minimum, and
then increases (Figs. 4-6). As we go to larger values of Vc/
V0, the decrease in A becomes more pronounced, and we find
a derivative dA /dw, < 0 at even higher values of Vc / V0, over
the entire range of expansion confinements studied. Accord-
ing to Figs. 3-6, a negative value of A = p°con —p° becomes
more strongly expressed as the compressibility of the metal
increases (as its density decreases). This behavior is seen for
each of the metals studied during a decrease in the density
because of thermal expansion (the transition from lower to

, kJ/g

FIG. 5. Change in the electrical resistance of aluminum, A = p°ma — p° (a),
andp° (b) during thermal compression beginning at various metals densi-
ties.58 a: 1—rc/fo= 1-13; 2—1.19; 3—1.28; 4—1.34.
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FIG. 6. Change in the resistance of copper, A = p°on — p° (a), and p° (b)
during thermal compression.58 a: 1—VQ/Va= 1.22; 2—1.28; 3—1.38;
4—1.45.

higher values of KC/F0) and also during the transition from
denser metals to less dense metals (from W to Mo, Cu, and
Al).

The preliminary results of measurements of the metal
pressure in capillaries58 show that as the energy w, increases
under these particular conditions the pressure increases
monotonically during 1-1.5 /is to ~4-104 atm and then de-
creases. Judging from these results, the wt dependence of the
difference (A } between the reduced resistances in the case of a
limited volume, /?°on, and during free expansion, p° (Figs. 4—
6), stems from an increase in the pressure and cannot be
attributed to a forcing of the liquid metal into cracks formed
in the glass. The movement of a small fraction of the volume
of the metal into cracks would have little effect on the resis-
tance of the metal, R, but it would cause a noticeable pres-
sure decrease, by virtue of the low compressibility of a liquid
metal. Experimental data59 on the development of micro-
scopic cracks and the fracture of glass during pulsed loading
are consistent with these conclusions.

1,2

1.1

0.5 1,0
w,.

1,5
kJ/g

FIG. 8. Expansion of liquid copper.63 The line shows the steady-state data
of Ref. 68.

The thermal expansion of liquid metals during rapid
Joule heating has been studied as a function of the input
energy w, by a variety of methods using wire samples. Mea-
surements have been carried out for U (Ref.60), Mo, Ta (Ref.
61), and Pt (Ref. 62) in a method which makes use of the
shadow cast by a wire la = 1 mm in diameter when illumi-
nated by a laser beam. A comparatively low current density,
j s;4-106 A/cm2, kept the state of the liquid metal satisfacto-
rily uniform along the radius of the wire at input energies up
to a value below w*. The wire was placed in an inert gas at a
pressure of (l-2)-103 atm to prevent a shunting discharge.

Similar results on the expansion dv/dwt of metals have
been obtained over a broad region in the liquid state through
the use of capillaries. In these experiments,63 as in Refs. 58
and 64, oscilloscope traces of the voltage UR (t} and the cur-
rent Ur (t}, characterizing the wire resistance R (t), were used
to determine the change dR /At, which occurred at the time
at which the expansion of the liquid metal began to be re-
stricted by the size of the capillary, of known diameter. The
energy wt corresponding to this time was determined direct-
ly from the oscilloscope traces. A Wheatstone bridge was
used for more accurate measurements of R, as in Ref. 58.
The results are shown by the circles in Figs. 7-11, which also
show the results of other pulsed experiments for Mo (Refs.

1.Z

1.1

1.0
0,5 1.0 1.5

">i, kJ/g

FIG. 7. Expansion of liquid aluminum.63 In Figs. 7-11, the quantity plot-
ted along the abscissa axis is the energy (wt) delivered to the metal after the
completion of melting. The line in this figure shows the steady-state data
of Ref. 67.

i i 1.0\
0.5 10 1,5

FIG. 9. Expansion of liquid molybdenum.63 In Figs. 9-11, the vertical
dashed line at the left marks the beginning of melting. 1,2—heating times
of 2 and 6/iS, respectively (the time between melting and t *); 3,4—pulsed
data of Refs. 61 and 65, respectively.
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FIG. 10. Expansion of liquid tantalum.63 The line shows the pulsed data of
Ref. 61.

61 and 65), Ta (Ref. 61), and W (Refs. 65 and 66) and data
from steady-state measurements for Al (Ref. 67) and Cu
(Ref. 68).

In the case of liquid tungsten, in contrast with other
metals, the early measurements of the expansion by different
methods yielded contradictory results. The expansion dv/
Aw, of liquid tungsten was measured in Ref. 66 by the same
method which had been used previously for Mo, Ta, and Pt
in Refs. 61 and 62. This result was confirmed by measure-
ments of the resistance of the wire in a capillary and, for
certain values of w,, by measurements by a probe method,
which was based on the occurrence of a contact between the
expanding liquid metal and metal probes already in place
(Fig. 11). Furthermore, the capillary experiments in the case
of tungsten were supported by results which had been found
previously11 for nickel, which showed that a weak expansion
at w, < wf increases markedly at w, zs wf.

Higher values of dv/dw, for liquid tungsten (Fig. 11)
were found in the experiments of Refs. 65 and, especially, 69.
The apparent reasons for these higher values were as follows.
The measurements in Ref. 65 were carried out by the same
shadow method as the measurements in Ref. 66, but the
wires were in water, rather than in a compressed gas. In
water, a vapor layer forms near the surface of incandescent
tungsten, and the refractive index in this layer is smaller than
that of the water. This layer, which grows with increasing
wire temperature, causes an expansion of the shadow image.

0.5 1.0 1.5
">,,kJ/g

FIG. 11. Expansion of liquid tungsten.63 The vertical dashed line at the
right is the boundary of the region of the homogeneous state of the liquid
metal. 1—Capillary method; 2—probe method; 3—Ref. 66; 4—Ref. 69;
5—Ref. 65.

This interpretation corresponds to experimental data which
reveal no substantial difference between the results found in
Ref. 65 and those found elsewhere (Figs. 9 and 11) for the less
refractory metals and in the first part of the liquid region for
tungsten. In a determination of the diameter of an expanding
tungsten wire from its intrinsic emission in Ref. 69, it was
assumed that the angular distribution of the intensity of the
emission by the surface of liquid tungsten remains constant
over the entire energy range. The elevated value found for
the expansion dv/dw, in Ref. 69 can apparently be attributed
to a breakdown of this assumption (Fig. 11).

The expansion of exploding wires had also been studied
in some earlier work. In some cases44-70-71 the measurements
were carried out by an x-ray shadow method, while in Ref.
11 shadow images were photographed in visible light at a
magnification of 15x. The purpose of these studies, however,
was not to measure the expansion of a uniform liquid con-
ductor but to determine the mechanism for the electrical
explosion.

Measurements in Ref. 64 (Fig. 2a) determined the den-
sity of tungsten corresponding to the time t *, of the begin-
ning of the rapid increase in the resistance of a wire whose
heating had been carried out quite uniformly in the solid and
liquid states up to wzzw* (2a = 0.1 mm,./;=;5-106 A/cm2).
The volume was measured by means of calibrated capillar-
ies. The measurements by this method yielded y(t *)/% =; 0.5
for the density, where y0 is the initial density of the tungsten
wire. For a copper wire in a similar pulsed process70 it was
found by an x-ray method that "The lowest density at which
liquid copper is a solid cylinder is 4.1 g/cm3." These mea-
surements yielded y/y0 = 0.47. According to the results of
steady-state measurements for liquid mercury,72 "At a den-
sity below 8.5-9 g/cm3 there is a change in the nature of the
electrical conductivity of mercury: The conductivity ceases
to be purely metallic." This density is 0.62-0.66 of the den-
sity of solid mercury. According to the experimental data,
therefore, the metallic conductivity of various metals de-
creases sharply at a density y/y0 = 0.45-0.65. It must be
kept in mind here that the values found for y(t *}/y0 in the
pulsed experiments are rather crude estimates because of the
uncertainty in the choice of the time t *, the rapid increase in
the expansion dv/dw near the value w = w* (Fig. 2a), and the
"energy anomalies" (Section 4).

4. ELECTRICAL EXPLOSION OF A METAL; DISAPPEARANCE
OF METALLIC CONDUCTIVITY

There is some ambiguity in the term "electrical explo-
sion." It is usually applied to the heating and destruction of
conductors by a dense electric current in a time of 10 ~7-
10~5 s, but on occasion times ~ 10~3 s are also included.
Experiments show that the mechanism for the "explosion"
varies with the heating current density j (the duration of the
process depends on this current density, varying in propor-
tion to 1/r). While an "exploding" wire will break up into
macroscopic drops of liquid metal at comparatively low cur-
rent densities, at high values of j the wire breaks up into
particles which are not discernible under an optical micro-
scope.11 As we go to higher current densities and thicker
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conductors, macroscopic radial nonuniformities develop al-
ready in the liquid and the solid state (Section 2) and affect
the destruction of the conductor as a whole. The picture of
the electrical explosion of thin wires drawn here is as it is
drawn in Ref. 21 on the basis of the experimental data avail-
able. Other aspects of the phenomena of electrical explosions
are discussed in Refs. 4—6 and 73, in particular; there is a
detailed bibliography up to 1955 in Ref. 8.

In some studies, investigators who have obtained objec-
tive data on the destruction of wires in a certain range of
current densities have generalized the data to other values of
j without adequate justification. The result was the develop-
ment of several different explanations for electrical explo-
sions which were advanced as being of universal applicabi-
lity. In 1939 it was suggested7 that an electrical explosion
occurs through a rapid evaporation of metal from the surface
of the wire, which becomes progressively thinner, convert-
ing into a nonconducting vapor. This picture does not agree
with high-speed photographs taken of thin wires at current
densities j~ MO7 A/cm2. It was concluded from such pho-
tographs in Refs. 43 that, because of nonuniformities, " . . .
the wire breaks up into sections along its length. The appear-
ance of these ruptures stops the current flow and causes a
pause in the current . . . . During the pause, particles are
evaporated by the heat obtained during the current flow."
These particles, regions, or lengths of the wire which are
formed during the explosion regime (and which are called
"striations" in some studies) are called "transverse layers"
of the metal in that paper.

In subsequent studies this breakup of conductors was
attributed to not only existing nonuniformities but also to
capillary forces,8 inhomogeneities of the compression,9 and
MHD instabilities.45-46 The breakup into "transverse lay-
ers" as a result of any of these factors is frequently taken,
even in recent papers, to be the reason for the disappearance
of the electrical conductivity of an exploding wire and the
appearance of a "current pause" in the supply circuit. An
opening of the electric circuit because of the breakup of the
conductor into macroscopic drops can undoubtedly actually
occur in comparatively slow processes, and it is illustrated
by the example of the operation of fuses. There is, however,
another mechanism for the breakup of a conductor: an ex-
plosion mechanism which operates at high current densities
in a metal.

As we have already mentioned, at current densities
y'~5-106-M07 A/cm2 wires 2azzQ.l mm in diameter are
heated uniformly in the solid state and then in the liquid
state up to a certain time t *, which corresponds to a definite
amount of specific input energy, w(t *) = w*. At t~t * the
resistance of the wire, R, begins to rise sharply, remaining
metallic up to the time19'391** (Fig. 2a). Furthermore, at the
time t * the wire begins to expand rapidly, so that when the
heating current is turned off in stage 4 near the time t ** the
metal has converted into a finely dispersed mass with a parti-
cle size less than 1000 A (Refs. 12 and 13). It is this process
which we will call an "explosion" below. It begins at w s; w*,
when the increase in the volume of the metal reaches v/
v0= 1.35-1.45, where v0 is the volume of the metal at

T=300K(Fig. 11).
The pronounced decrease in the conductivity of the

wire in stage 4 (Fig. 2a) occurs at an input energy not suffi-
cient for complete evaporation of the wire. In particular, the
dataofRefs. 11 and 19 put the input energy w* for nickel and
tungsten at 45-60% of the sublimation energy. For this rea-
son,the absence of macroscopic drops in the explosion pro-
ducts and the high strength against electrical breakdown
prevented an explanation of this decrease in the conductivity
being found in the conversion of the liquid metal into vapor.
At present we have no experimental data which show direct-
ly how close the point on the state diagram corresponding to
the beginning of the explosion of the metal, wzzw*, is to the
liquid-vapor equilibrium curve (the binodal).

Martynyuk's arguments,74 based on a superheating of
the metal, put the beginning of the explosion near the spino-
dal (the boundary of the region of a metastable state). Baikov
and Shestak75 assert that during the rapid Joule heating of a
wire in a capillary the state of the metal may vary along the
binodal up to the critical point, and the parameters of this
point can be measured. However, this method of heating a
wire to the critical state could not be uniform because the
condition t *%>a/u does not hold (Section 2), since the sound
velocity u falls off markedly near the critical point. We
might also note that the heating of a metal along the binodal
suggested in Ref. 75 would be hindered by the vapor of the
material of the capillary wall which unavoidably appears.
The pressure of this vapor could not be assumed small in
comparison with the vapor pressure of the metal under study
(W}.

In an effort to develop a model-based explanation for
the rapid expansion of a metal and the disappearance of its
conductivity at w = w*, it was suggested in Ref. 11 that only
some of the metallic bonds are ruptured in this stage of the
process, so that the liqud metal breaks up into microscopic
regions. The metal-bond rupture surfaces which separate
these microscopic regions in the liquid metal are naturally
identified with the fluctuating surfaces of microscopic dis-
continuities whose appearance in an expanding liquid metal
was discussed by FrenkeP.76 The expansion increases in the
course of the heating, and there is a corresponding increase
in the number of bond rupture surfaces per unit volume; the
average distance (L } between these surfaces decreases. Ac-
cording to the suggestion in Ref. 11, the conductivity should
decrease sharply when L decreases to the point where it is
equal to the mean free path of an electron in the metal, A.

It was later found12 with the help of an electron micro-
scope that the finely dispersed products which remain after
the explosion of the metal constitute a sol in which the bulk
of the particles have a size Lsol = 0.02 /j,m. The mean free
path (A ) of electrons in a condensed metal with an energy
~ w* is not known, but the conductivity remains the same in
order of magnitude throughout the region of the liquid state
after the completion of the melting and before the time (t *) at
which the explosion begins (the volume of the conductors
increases by ~ 20-30%, while their total resistance in-
creases by no more than a factor of two or three—consider-
ably less for refractory metals20). If the conductivity changes
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only slightly, we would naturally expect that the changes in
the mean free path A would also be slight. We can estimate A
for liquid metals at the melting point from the data of Ref.
77:158rf for Na, Ylld forK, 6d for Al, ISd for Ag, and Ud
for Cu, where d~ 3 A is the interatomic distance. The value
Z,sol = 200 A found in Ref. 12 is thus not far from A in order
of magnitude. The energy injected into the conductor was
not measured in Ref. 12, and the sol was interpreted as a
product of the condensation of a vapor which had formed
beforehand, in the spirit of the widespread belief that the
metal evaporates during the explosion. It was shown later13

that the products of the explosion of tungsten in a liquid
medium do constitute a sol of roughly the same size as the sol
found in Ref. 12 in the explosion of lower-melting metals in a
gas. The results found in Refs. 13 and 19 supported the ear-
lier conclusion11 that the total amount of energy supplied to
the conductor is insufficient for a preliminary evaporation of
a metal which converts into a sol. There is accordingly rea-
son to interpret the sol as evidence of a breakup of the liquid
metal into the microscopic regions mentioned above.

Chace78 has also linked the explosion to a definite state
of the material of the conductor; he also took into account
the appearance of a sol directly from the liquid metal. His
interpretation of the explosion, however, differs from that
outlined above in two respects: 1. Chace78 attributes the be-
ginning of the rapid increase in the wire resistance R to the
appearance of a nonconducting vapor, rather than to the
breakup of the liquid metal into microscopic regions of size
L~A. 2. Chace assumes,78 in contradiction of the data of
Refs. 19-21, that the dispersal of the liquid metal results
from superheating energy which accumulates in the metal
before the time t *, rather than from the Joule heat which is
evolved in the metal during the rapid increase in the resis-
tance, in the time interval t** — t*.

This idea of a superheating of the metal is the basis for
Martynyuk's interpretation74 of the electrical explosion.

Grevtseve? a/.79 believe that the explosion" . . . occurs
in two stages: First, the local volume vapor formation which
results from the spatial and temporal nonuniformity of the
energy injection during rapid heating by the current causes
the formation of striations, which in turn cause a loss of
conductivity. The decay of the current and the removal of
the magnetic pressure then cause a violent boiling of the su-
perheated metal and the formation of an aerosol." This ex-
planation of the mechanism for the explosion, which uses the
arguments of Refs. 43 and 78, is not convincing. In a typical
explosion of a wire 2a s; 0.1 mm in diameter at a current
density./ = 5-105 A/cm2, the pressure produced in the metal
by the ponderomotive forces associated with this current is,
even at the axis,/>(0) = 20 atm. At the surface of the wire, this
pressure is/>(a) = 0 and thus could not impede the destruc-
tion of the wire from the surface. Furthermore, the explosion
begins at an energy w~w*, regardless of the instantaneous
value of the total current,10 i(t *), which determines the pres-
sure/?. According to the data of Refs. 11 and 39, the conduc-
tivity is lost, and the current / is cut off, not because of the
separation of the exploding conductor into macroscopic
striations but because of a breakup of the liquid metal into

microscopic regions of size L^A. The breakup itself, i.e.,
the loss of some of the metallic bonds near the time t *, is a
necessary condition for the occurrence of transverse stratifi-
cation. The appearance of the sol is thus one of the reasons
for the formation of the striations; it is not a matter of stria-
tions forming and giving rise to a sol through the cutoff of the
current and the elimination of the magnetic pressure.

Many investigators43'74'78'79 have assumed superheat-
ing in the sense that the dispersal of the conductor and the
sharp increase in its resistance R at t ̂  t * occur because of
the energy stored in the metal before the time of the explo-
sion, t *. This assumption is at odds, in particular, with the
following experimental data: During the rapid increase in R
(in the time interval t**-t*; Fig. 2a) an energy A Wx Q.2W**
is injected19 into a wire 2a ̂ 0.1 mm in diameter at a current
densityy'si MO7 A/cm2. When the current /'is cut off abrupt-
ly in an early stage of the rapid increase in R near the time t *,
the acoustic effect is considerably weaker, and the size of the
sol particles which form is greater than when the current is
cut off near the time t**. That the energy A W supplied to the
wire from the external circuit has a decisive effect on the
sharp increase in the resistance of the wire can also be seen
from the results of Ref. 41, discussed in Section 2 of the
present review (dft /d W varies with the value of the param-
eter N = aj2 at a given current density).

During the explosion, the breakup of the conductor into
"transverse layers," i.e., macroscopic regions of condensed
metal and regions of a low density, occurs even if the heating
current / is turned off at the very beginning of the rapid in-
crease in the resistance, while these longitudinal inhomo-
geneities are still not visible.11 According to Refs. 11,20, and
39, the appearance and growth (after the cutoff of the current
/) of these inhomogeneities can be explained qualitatively by
two factors: the rupture of some of the bonds in the liquid
metal and the presence in the liquid metal of longitudinal
elastic waves, which arose in the earlier stages of the heating.
If the heating current i is cut off before the beginning of the
rapid increase in the resistance, while the rupture of bonds is
still insignificant (as can be seen from the absence of a sol
from the explosion products), then inhomogeneities of an
entirely different nature—liquid drops—appear, and this
occurs over a time an order of magnitude greater than the
time required for the formation of the "transverse layers"
(see Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref. 11).

In the course of the electrical explosion the transverse
layers gradually increase in diameter and decrease in thick-
ness. Discharges occur between them. Budovich and Kuzhe-
kin80 and Abramova et a/.81 believe that the total voltage
drop across these discharges is the reason for the cutoff of the
current in the circuit of the wire. In contradiction of that
assumption, it is assumed in the explosion scheme which we
are discussing here,11-19"21 in accordance with the results of
Ref. 39, that the discharges between the transverse layers
make only a small contribution to the total resistance R of
the exploding wire.21 The marked increase in R in the time

2lThis position also corresponds to the experimental results reported by
Ivanov41 (Section 2), which show that the effect of longitudinal inhomo-
geneities of the wire on the rapid increase in the wire resistance R can be
ignored.
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interval t* <t<t** is caused by a decrease in the metallic
conductivity of the condensed metal in the layers. The ener-
gy w(t **) [more precisely, w(td); Fig. 2a] at which the con-
ductivity of the condensed metal essentially disappears, and
the heating of the metal stops,19 is low (insufficient for a
complete evaporation).

As we have already mentioned, the vanishing of the
conductivity of the liqiud metal in stage 4 (Fig. 2a) is due,
according to Refs. 11 and 19-21, to the appearance of a fluc-
tuating grainy structure with L ~A in the metal. This struc-
ture is produced by the surfaces of microscopic discontinui-
ties. Since these discontinuities sever or greatly weaken the
bonds between the metal particles which they separate, these
particles can fly away from the surface of the layers. (While
the microscopic discontinuities have expanded only slightly,
it is natural to assume that the sol particles which form have
a thermal velocity. Assuming a temperature ~ MO4 K, we
then find a velocity x 70 cm/s for the particles, each consist-
ing of 106 tungsten atoms, and the time required for the ex-
pansion of a microscopic discontinuity by an amount on the
order of 10 A would be ~ 1-10~9 s. These numbers refer to
the mean square velocity, although it is possible that faster
particles play an important role.) The beginning of the rapid
expansion of the metal is related to the decrease in its con-
ductivity because of the size of the sol particles. At t<t*,
while the average size of these particles is large in compari-
son with the electron mean free path in the metal (L>A ), the
thermal dispersal velocity of these particles from the surface
of the transverse layers of the wire is still low, since it is
proportional to L ~3/2. Experiments show that as we ap-
proach the time t * (at / < t *) the contours of the wire become
indistinct, and we would naturally attribute this effect to a
slow dispersal of large sol particles. In other words, the ex-
pansion velocity, like the rate of increase of the resistance/?
(Fig. 2a), should change not abruptly but smoothly over
some transition region near t *, which corresponds to a de-
crease in the average size of the sol particles to L~A. Since
the dispersal of the sol particles from the surface of the con-
ductor begins while the size of these particles is still consid-
erably greater than A, the appearance of vapor in the ex-
panding gaps between the particles may play a substantial
role in the disappearance of the conductivity of the metal
near the surface. The dispersal of the sol particles from the
interior of the wire is delayed by the presence of outer re-
gions. During this delay, the interior regions continue to rise
in temperature, so we would expect the disappearance of the
conductivity in the interior of the conductor to result from a
decrease in the size of the sol particles to L ~A. Consequent-
ly, the state of the conductor in region 4 is inhomogeneous
not only along the length of the wire (because of the breakup
into transverse layers) but also along its radius. This inhomo-
geneity along the radius can explain the larger size of the
particles (L~ 1000 A instead of 200 A for the bulk of the
particles) whose appearance has been detected on the basis of
the scattering of light82 directly during the explosion, in
stage 4. This scattering apparently occurred in the outer re-
gions of the column of explosion products, since the density
of the column is still high in stage 4.

In this mechanism for the explosion there is no substan-
tial superheating of the metal in the sense that the conversion
of the metal into a sol results from energy stored in the metal
before the beginning of this conversion. The more rapid
heating due to a pressure increase is a different matter. This
effect, which corresponds to the state diagram, is demon-
strated by experiments in capillaries.64 When a high pressure
is produced by means of a glass capillary, the energy which
can be pumped into the metal after melting before the metal
leaves the liquid state and loses its metallic conductivity is
70% higher than at atmospheric pressure. The conductivity
begins to disappear only when the capillary is broken. In
other words, the input energy w* required for the beginning
of the explosion of the metal increases with increasing pres-
sure. From the standpoint of the model of a sol, this effect is
explained on the basis that the capillary wall restricts the
expansion of the liquid metal and prevents the appearance of
new microscopic discontinuities in it; i.e., it prevents the
breakup of the metal into microscopic volumes ~A in size.

Like the capillary wall, the outer parts of the wire can
restrict the expansion of the inner parts. This is the case if the
current density./' is high or if the radius a is large, so that the
conditions a/u<t * does not hold (Section 2). For the regions
of the wire relatively close to the axis which are compressed
in this manner, the energy w* at which the metal begins to
explode is greater than for the outer regions. As a result, the
transition from the liquid state (region 3 in Fig. 2a) to the
rapid increase in the resistance of the wire becomes smoother
overall and shifts toward higher energies.37 This increase in
the energy averaged over the volume, w*, with increasing
current density was observed a long time ago,7'11'15 and it
was labeled an "energy anomaly" because of the difficulty in
explaining the effect. Other reasons for the effect of the cur-
rent density on the "explosion energy," associated with the
different definitions of this term used in different studies,
were discussed in Ref. 37. We stress that no dependence on
the current density j has been found for the energy w* at
which the explosion of the metal begins, in contrast with the
average energy w* at which a large-diameter wire begins to
explode. This result argues against the interpretation that
the dispersal of the metal which begins at w zz w* results
from a superheating energy; the accumulation of such an
energy would be more likely at large values ofdw/dt~j2.

This interpretation of the electrical explosion 11>19~21

differs from other explanations in that the disappearance of
the conductivity of the conductor as a whole is attributed to
the disappearance of the conductivity of the metal due to the
appearance of microscopic inhomogeneities with L ~A in it.
These arguments agree qualitatively with all the experimen-
tal data available on the question, including the results on
the explosion products. The state of these products has
usually not received the attention it deserves (in Ref. 46, for
example, it is simply noted that the conductor disperses and
"disappears").

Let us summarize the data on the destruction of con-
ductors in the various heating regimes. In the "fuse" regime
(/S5-105 A/cm2, wire diameter of 0.1 mm) the conductor
does not explode, and after melting it becomes deformed and
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breaks up into macroscopic drops. In particular, a thin wire
contracts into a chain of drops because of surface-tension
forces.'' The conductivity of macroscopic drops of a liquid
metal is still high, so that the chain can cut off the current
only because of gaps between the drops. Under certain con-
ditions the conductor may bend and fly apart in drops be-
cause of the momentum acquired during the rapid expansion
or as a result of electromagnetic forces (see Fig. 4 in Ref. 11).

An electrical explosion occurs at high current densities
( j £ 5 • 106 A/cm2 for a wire 0.1 mm in diameter), at which the
heating is so rapid that an energy w £ w*—the energy at
which the conductor loses its conductivity and forms a sol, is
evolved in the metal before the conductor has time to de-
form. Since the time required for the deformation of a mol-
ten conductor depends on its diameter, the current density
required for the explosion regime also depends on the diame-
ter. In the stage in which the conductivity disappears, the
conductor becomes radially inhomogeneous. Along its
length, the conductor breaks up into "transverse layers" of
condensed metal and regions of low density, across which
the voltage drop increases because of the decrease in metallic
conductivity, and discharges occur. The conductivity of
these discharges is substantially higher than that of the
transverse layers,39 so that the conductivity of the conductor
as a whole disappears because of the disappearance of the
conductivity of the macroscopic layers, due to the appear-
ance of microscopic discontinuities in them. So far, there has
been no experimental test of the suggestion20'39 that an ex-
ploding conductor breaks up into transverse layers under the
influence of longitudinal elastic waves after some of the me-
tallic bonds have been ruptured in the liquid metal near the
time?*.

At intermediate values of the current density, or in the
case of current pulses of varying amplitude, a wire may be-
come deformed and explode at necks which form. The final
products contain both macroscopic drops and a sol. As we
go to current densities j> 1-107 A/cm2 and diameters
la > 0.1 mm, these radial inhomogeneities become progres-
sively more noticeable and may cause a marked increase in
the energy for explosion of the wire as a whole. In certain
studies, the energy delivered from the current source to the
products of the destruction of the wire after the occurrence
of a discharge in these products is included in the energy of
the electrical explosion.

5. THERMIONIC EMISSION

a) Anomalies of the thermionic emission

Anomalies were discovered in the electron emission
during the heating of a metal by single current pulses of high
density (/> 106 A/cm2) in Refs. 24 and 83 and were studied
further in Refs. 15, 47, 48, and 84—87. These anomalies are
seen as an unusually intense emission and also a deviation
from equilibrium. In the experiments of Ref. 24, the emis-
sion of a tungsten emitter which had not melted was found to
be 100 times its tabulated value for the melting point Tm, and
a similar effect was observed for a nickel emitter in Ref. 15,
where the factor was ~ 50. The deviation from equilibrium is

seen in the circumstance that after the heating current is
abruptly cut off the emission current decays sharply before
the cooling of the emitter could become significant. Over a
time T~5-10~" s, the emission nearly reaches the equilibri-
um value corresponding to the given temperature.86 (In re-
search on the anomalous emission and heat capacity, the
"temperature" is understood as the quantity found from the
emission and the electrical resistance of the metal by the
same operations as are used to determine the temperature in
the early stages of the experiments or during slower pro-
cesses, when there is no basis to assume a nonequilibrium
state.)

These anomalies become significant only during intense
heating of the emitter, and they grow as the emitter is heated
further, up to the melting point. In the early stage of pulsed
heating (for tungsten, at T< 2600 K = 0.7 Tm ), the emission
is normal. The nature of the increase in the anomalous emis-
sion (and the nature of its decrease after the sharp cutoff of
the heating current) is the same for the metals which have
been studied, in particular, for tungsten and nickel, although
the normal emission of these metals at their melting points
differ by eight orders of magnitude. The peak value of the
current in the anomalous-emission pulse, 7em (t ), continues to
exceed by a large factor the value 7em (t + r) to which this
current falls after the end of heating when the heating pulses
i(t ) are repeated, until the emitter is destroyed. The number
of pulses which an emitter can withstand decreases as the
maximum temperature of the emitter approaches the melt-
ing point Tm . In Ref. 86, yttrium emitters remained intact
after a hundred repeated pulses, which raised the tempera-
ture of the metal to ~0.927"m and which produced /em (/ )/
Iem(t + T)~ 10. While this ratio is conserved, the values of
both Iem (t ) and /em (t + r) at the beginning of the series de-
crease from pulse to pulse, because, according to Ref. 86, of a
purification of the surface layer of yttrium. The experiments
with the tungsten emitters were usually carried out with 10-
30 repeated pulses of intense heating after a preliminary out-
gassing.

Conclusions regarding the anomalies are drawn from
the anode current pulses / (? ) in a vacuum diode whose cath-
ode is the wire emitter under study, of radius a and length /.
In these experiments, particular attention is paid to satisfy-
ing the requirement of a low ion current I{ (t ), i.e., to satisfy-
ing the condition I{ (t )</ (t ); under this condition, the anode
current / (t) is equal to the emission current Iem (t ) or is less
than it because of the electron space charge. For yttrium and
nickel emitters we have / (t ) = Iem (t ) even at low anode vol-
tages so that the average measured emission current y'em.
(t ) = I (t }/2iral can be compared directly with the equilibri-
um emission y'em corresponding to the given emitter
temperature or that corresponding to its melting point, j™^.
In the case of tungsten at / (t ) < /em (t ), i.e., under the condi-
tion/ (t }/2-rral <yem , the conclusion regarding an anomalous-
ly high value of y'em is drawn24 from the inequality I ( t } /

Figure 12 illustrates these features in the anomalous-
emission current of yttrium. At the time t0 , the time at which
the heating pulse i(t } ends (before the beginning of melting),
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FIG. 12. The emission current 7em ( / ) = 2iraljem ( f ) and the photocurrent
i <P (t) for an yttrium emitter.86 The heating pulse i = ira2j(t) is turned off
before melting begins (t0 <t"m). The emitter diameter is 2a = 0.01 cm; the
emitter length is / = 0.5 cm; and the current density is j = 8.2-10! A/cm2.
The numbers in parentheses in Figs. 12 and 14-16 show the order of the
given pulse in the total number of pulses passed through the given emitter.

the rapid increase in the current 7em (t) gives way to a de-
crease, during which (r~5-10~4 s) the photocurrent <P(t),
used in determining the emitter temperature from its visible
emission, remains essentially constant. Estimates confirm
that the change in the emitted temperature over the time r is
an order of magnitude smaller than the value which would
explain the observed decrease in the emission current,
4m ('o )/4m (fo + T)s;10, in accordance with Richardson's
law.

Figure 13 demonstrates (for a nickel emitter) that the
anomalies in the anode current / (t} are due to the state of the
metal, and not to ionization. During the heating pulse i(t),
which continues up to the time (t 'm) at which the melting of
the emitter ends, the current 7 before the beginning of the
melting increases to an anomalously high value. When the
melting begins, at t *m, this current begins to decrease, and it
approaches its normal value, although the current / does not
change, and none of the interelectrode voltages change. In
other words,the anode current / decreases when the condi-
tions for ionization and for the burning of the discharge do
not become less favorable, and the only change is in the state
of the emitter: The emitter temperature stops rising, and the
emitter begins to melt. In this experiment, the ignition of a
discharge near the emitter was ruled out, even during rup-
ture of the emitter, because of the comparatively low heater
current density, y'^1-105 A/cm2. A rupture at the time
tzzt'm cuts off the current /; the only event is a brief spark,
which produces a peak on the / (t) oscilloscope trace.

Since there are no anomalies in the emission in the early
stages of the pulsed heating of the emitter, the anomalies
cannot be due to contaminants in the metal. In particular,
this is true of those contaminants which might have settled
on the surface of the emitter before the beginning of the pulse

FIG. 13. The anode current I(t), which is equal to the emission current
Im(t) (except at the time t~t'm), and the voltage U R ( t ) = R ( t ) i ( t ) for a
nickel emitter.15

(after the end of the preceding pulse) and lowered the work
function of the emitter. The question of contaminants of this
type was studied experimentally in Ref. 84.

Specific difficulties in detecting anomalous emission
stem from the high density of the heating current, j, and a
very high emitter temperature, T%Q.9Tm, which corre-
sponds to an equilibrium vapor pressure/) & 1-10~3 torr of
the metal.88 Under these conditions, an elevated voltage near
the emitter gives rise to a discharge. This discharge serves as
a prolific source of electrons and thus prevents measure-
ments of the emission of the metal. We should first consider
the possibility that the discharge is ignited because of the
voltage drop along the emitter, UR, which can be large. In
Ref. 89, for example, for a tungsten emitter of length / = 3
cm, at Tzz Tm andy = 3.8-107 A/cm2, this voltage drop was
UR = 1.3-104 V. In most studies of the emission the voltage
does not exceed a few tens or hundreds of volts, so that short
emitters are used (/= 1 cm down to 0.015 cm) along with
comparatively low current densities j, which, however, still
give rise to anomalies ( j ~ 5-105 A/cm2). In certain cases,47'48

measurements have been taken during the relaxation of the
anomalous emission, after the cutoff of the heating current,
under the condition UR = 0. In addition to the discharge
along the emitter, a discharge can occur between the emitter
and the anode at a high anode voltage f/a in the diode. The
voltage {/„ is determined by the voltage U+ of the anode
power supply. If the voltage drop satisfies UR £ U+, we need
to take into account the difference in the values of C/a for
different parts of the emitter.

Another factor complicating detection of the emission
from the anode current / (t) is the magnetic field produced by
the intense pulsed heating current i(t} = tra2j(t}. This field
prevents the emitted electrons from reaching the anode if the
anode voltage C/a is below a critical value Uct, which is very
high if the current / is. [For a coaxial system with an anode of
radius b and an emitter of radius a, the critical voltage is
UCT = 1.9-10~2/2[log(6/c)]2, where UCI is expressed in volts,
and / in amperes. In Ref. 89, for example, at a current density
y' = 3.8-107 A/cm2 and with diameters 2a = 0.01 cm and
26 = 0.1 cm, the critical voltage was UCT = 1.7-105 V, while
in Ref. 47, withy = 6.9.10s A/cm2, 2a = 0.0077 cm, and
2b = 1 cm, it was Ucr = 86 V.]

Another very important aspect is that the emission can
be studied near the melting point only by using repeated and
intense heating pulses i(t). In the steady state the emitter
cannot withstand the heating which performs the necessary
cleaning of its surface layer, especially near melting points.

In contradiction of the results of these experiments, it
was concluded in Ref. 89 that there is no anomalous emis-
sion. The experiments of Ref. 89 were carried out on tung-
sten emitters with a diameter 2a = 0.01 cm and a length
1 = 3 cm at a very high current density, j = 3.8-107 A/cm2,
for which the voltages UR and UCI were estimated above. At
such values of UR and f/cr a discharge arises in the diode and
prevents measurements of the emission using the anode cur-
rent; before this discharge appears, the anode current is cut
off by the magnetic field. In addition, long pulses i(t) were
used in Ref. 89, and each pulse destroyed the emitter. For
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this reason, a preliminary annealing of the emitter under
working pulse conditions was ruled out. The experiments of
Ref. 89 thus tell us nothing about the emission, and the con-
clusion that there are no anomalies in the emission is not
justified. These questions are discussed in more detail in Ref.
87.

b) Phenomena in a diode with a tungsten emitter

Since the equilibrium emission of tungsten at its melting
point is very high, j™m = 480 A/cm2, during anomalous
emission exceeding j^ by two orders of magnitude24 the
electron density n near the emitter surface must be very high.
Under these conditions, phenomena associated with devi-
ation of the electron gas from ideality may occur in the di-
ode. Table III (Ref. 91) shows the electron densities n, the
nonideality parameter a, and the ratio f/nk T, where/is the
fraction of the pressure which depends on the distance
between the particles (it was calculated in Ref. 90 as a small
correction to the pressure of the electron gas) for normal and
anomalously high emission of tungsten.

It was found in Ref. 24 that during the anomalous emis-
sion of a tungsten emitter the anode current 7 (t} in a vacuum
diode exceeds the value / * corresponding to the Langmuir
law for the limitation of this current by the electron space
charge. According to the data of Ref. 83, the reason why /
exceeds / * is not a neutralization of the space charge by ions
but very intense emission. In Fig. 14a, the Langmuir value of
the anode current, /*, corresponds to the flat region which
precedes the anomalous increase in 7 (?) before the time t0 at
which the heating pulse i(t} ends. After this point, the anoma-
lies in the anode current disappear over a time during which
the cooling of the emitter could not be responsible for a
manyfold decrease in the normal emission.

Figure 14c illustrates the case of a zero voltage from the
anode power supply, U+ = 0, at which the anode voltage C/a
is approximately zero. The anode current / is cut off by the
magnetic field of the heating current /({/„ < UCI) and appears
(abruptly) only at the time t0 at which this current is cut off.
Figure 14b was obtained under the same conditions at a
slightly greater value of t0, but after the length of the emitter
was reduced from / = 0.5 cm to / = 0.015 cm and the sensi-

TABLE III.
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0.003

0,010

0,033

•The density n is estimated without allowance for the reflection coeffi
cient, for which no data are available atycm >j™m •

FIG. 14. Deviation from the Langmuir law for a tungsten emitter. Here
/ ( / ) is the anode current, and <& (t) the photocurrent. a—According to Ref.
83. The anode supply voltage is U+ = 200 V; plane anode; 2a = 0.01 cm;
/ = 0.5 cm; average current density/'= 5.5-105 A/cm2;b-d—according to
Ref. 47. The anode is a semicylinder of radius 0.5 cm; 2a = 0.0077 cm;
7 = 6.9.105 A/cm2; b—/ = 0.015 cm, U+ = 0; c—/ = 0.55 cm, U+ = 0;
d—/ = 0.015 cm, U+ = U,= 400 V.

tivity of the measurement of the current/was increased. For
such a short emitter, the cooling by heat conduction at the
ends becomes important. The decrease in the anomalous an-
ode current [I(t0 )>/ *] is of the same nature in the two cases
(Figs. 14b and 14c), although the temperature of the long
emitter remains nearly constant, while that of the short emit-
ter decreases, as can be seen from the photocurrent <P (t).
Consequently, the anomalously high anode current / is also
observed in the case of a very short emitter, for which the
voltage drop along the emitter, UR, does not exceed 1.2 V at
any time during the experiment. This voltage drop is lower
than the ionization potential of tungsten vapor by a factor of
more than six. The anode voltage is also low, Ua<UR. Under
these conditions, the anomalous anode current cannot be
explained in terms of ionization.

At anode voltages C/a > t/cr in experiments with a very
short emitter, the rapid cooling of the emitter makes it possi-
ble to detect a bend on the / (t) curve corresponding to the
value / = / * not only during the increase in the emission but
also during its decrease (see the arrow in Fig. 14d). In Ref. 91
the reason for the deviation from the Langmuir law was per-
ceived to be a deviation of the potential of the electron gas
from ideality outside the metal in the region of the retarding
field between the emitter surface and the minimum-potential
surface. This complicated question was not solved rigorous-
iy.

In a diode with a tungsten emitter yet another effect is
observed at the peak of the anomalous emission: Before the
metal begins to melt (t = t *m), the anomalous anode current /
goes through a "cutoff " value (Ua < Ucr) of the magnetic
field. This effect cannot be explained on the basis of an inter-
action of electrons with metal vapor or with gases evolved
from the metal, since the /pulse decays rapidly after the time
t s

m, when the density of the vapor and evolved gases does not
decrease, but there is a sharp decrease in the anomalous
emission. The pulse of the anode current / which appears
during the flow of the current / under the condition f/a •< Ucr

is seen in Fig. 15a at t^ts
m; a discharge is ignited at a later

time, at txt 'm. The cutoff of the current /by the magnetic
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(10)

b)

FIG. 15. a—The pulse of anode current, 7 (f) , and the emission 0 (/) of a
tungsten emitter in a "cutoff" magnetic field (Ua < l/cr); b—the same
emitter during a shorter preceding heating pulse i(t)./ = 2.I-10* A/cm2;
2a = 0.0077 cm; / = 0.26 cm; the anode is a semicylinder of radius 0.5 cm;
U+ = 0. The dashed lines in Figs. 15 and 16 are the boundaries on the
linear detection of the current I ( t ) (Ref. 48).

field at low temperatures is demonstrated by Fig. 15b, which
shows that the current / arises only after the current / is cut
off, at/„</;, .

An anode current can appear in the presence of a "cut-
off " magnetic field if the high density results in an interac-
tion between emitted electrons which disrupts their motion
in Larmor orbits. A necessary condition for this situation is
AK <aL, where aL is the Larmor radius of the electron in the
magnetic field of the current /, and /lee is the mean free path
with respect to electron-electron collisions, which is related
to the electron density « and the emission current density

Jem- F°r the experiment to which Fig. 15b corresponds an
estimate of the value of ycm required to satisfy the equality
Ace = aL near the emitter surface yields48 jm ~ 103 A/cm2,
i.e., a value roughly twice the emission of tungsten at the
melting point, j™m. Consequently, during the anomalous
emission of tungsten, whenjcm reaches lO/^ — lOO/j^,, the
condition Aee <aL should be satisfied. (In this case, the radi-
us aL near the emitter surface is ~ 10 times smaller than the
emitter radius a. In the gap between the electrodes the elec-
tron density depends not only on the anode voltage, the mag-
netic field, and the space charge of the electrons themselves
but also on the interaction of the electrons with metal vapor
and with the gas evolved from the emitter.)

The interaction of the electrons with the vapor (and,
analogously, with the gas), whose density increases during
the heating of the metal, along with an increase in the anom-
alous emission, is manifested under certain conditions in a
decrease in the anode current / near the onset of melting48

(Fig. 16a). The current / falls below the Langmuir value 7 *

(tX

3-«r

b) ift)k

FIG. 16. The weakening of the anode current / (t) by tungsten vapor in a
magnetic field at £/„ > l/cr. a—The heating current i(t) is cut off before
melting begins ( I 0 < t ' m ) ; b—the same emitter, for ta>t'm (Ref. 48).
j = 6.2 X 105 A/cm2; 2a = 0.0077 cm; / = 0.34 cm; U+ = 100 V; the an-
ode is a semicylinder of radius 0.5 cm.

instead of increasing, as it does during the anomalous emis-
sion at a slightly lower current / or a higher anode voltage
f/a. This decrease in the current/stems from the effect of the
magnetic field of the current /, which reduces the diffusion
coefficient of electrons in the vapor:

M l + (Aea/V2'

where D0 is the diffusion coefficient in the absence of a mag-
netic field, and ylea is the mean free path of an electron with
respect to collisions with vapor atoms. At the time t0 at
which the current / is cut off, and at which the magnetic field
vanishes, the diffusion coefficient increases from D M to D0,
while the anode current jumps abruptly to a value />/ *. At
Ua > Ucr, these jumps can be seen in Figs. 16a and 14d. If, on
the other hand, the current /' is not cut off (Fig. 16b), the
anode current / continues to decrease, but subsequently the
decrease is replaced by a sharp and brief increase up to the
time t s

m corresponding to the peak of the anomalous emis-
sion. This spike-shaped increase in the electron current to
the anode at a low diffusion coefficient DM is naturally attri-
buted to sharp changes in the electron density gradient
caused by the very rapid increase and decrease of the anoma-
lous emission before and after the time t *m. In experiments
with Ua < UCT (Fig. 15a), the anode current appears at
t~tsm, despite the combined effects of the metal vapor and
the "cutoff " magnetic field. These changes in the anode cur-
rent / (t) near the time t ̂  at a constant current are unrelated
to the onset of a discharge. A discharge occurs only in a later
stage of the experiment, at / s / l

m, and leads to an increase in
the anode current, and this current now does not decrease
until the current / is cut off (Figs. 15a and 16b).

We thus see that the metal vapor, whose equilibrium
pressure for tungsten at T= Tm is88 2-10~2 torr, can act in
two ways. At low voltages Ua or UR —at values too low to
ionize the vapor—the electron currents are weakened in the
case of small values of DM. At high values of Ua or UR, the
vapor can be ionized. In this case the currents, which initial-
ly are carried exclusively by the emission electrons, intensify
and ignite a discharge. This discharge is not quenched unless
there is a pronounced decrease in the voltage UR or Ua.

c) Thermionic field emission

It was suggested in Refs. 48, 85, and 86 that the anoma-
lously high thermionic emission results from a lowering of
the work function of the metal as it is heated by the dense
current. If this is the case, then we should find anomalously
high values for not only the thermionic emission but also the
field emission (if a high current density prevails in the interi-
or of the field emitter), since field emission intensifies mar-
kedly upon a decrease in the work function <p:

T)3/2
-6

3ft eE

here e and m are the charge and mass of the electron, ft is
Planck's constant, E is the electric field, and 0 (y) is the
Nordheim function.31

3)At the fields E ordinarily used, the function 9 (y) varies slowly with its
argument.? = -Jj?E'/<p (Ref. 95).
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An anomalously high electron current from the tip of a
field emitter was first detected in Ref. 92 during microse-
cond pulses of an elevated anode voltage. It was found in
Refs. 92-95 that the heating of the tip by the field-emission
current itself causes a conversion to thermionic field emis-
sion, which intensifies in an avalanche manner with a further
heating of the tip, to the point at which it melts. Comparison
of data on the emission of fine tips during microsecond
pulses with data on the anomalous thermionic emission of
wires has revealed85 some common features in the anode
current/ (t) in the two experimental situations. In each case,
the onset of melting of the emitter is preceded by an abrupt
and pronounced increase in the emission current and by the
transition of this current into a vacuum arc (in the case of
high anode voltage). For the tip, the sharp increase in the
field-emission current is preceded by a region in which the
current is constant or even decreasing.96 A similar behavior
of the current / (t) is observed during anomalous emission, in
which case this decrease may be either pronounced (Fig. 16b)
or weak, depending on the anode voltage C/a.

According to Ref. 97, this sharp increase in the anode
current from a tip cannot be attributed to a continuation of
the growth of thermionic field emission which begins earlier.
It was suggested in Refs. 96 and 97 that the sharp growth of
the current / "... results from processes analogous to the
explosion of thin wires. . . . The isolation of a dense plasma
during the explosion will make it possible to resolve the
problem of the formation of the medium in the vacuum gap
unambiguously." Pursuit of these ideas led to a picture of
explosive emission33"35 which portrayed not so much the
metal as its interaction with the plasma by the mechanism
outlined in Ref. 98: "The explosion of the tip of an emitter
.. . leads to a sharp increase in the conductivity of the gap

because of the purely electron component of the current. The
electron current arises from an interaction of dense, highly
ionized plasma with the surface of the cathode, which is suf-
fering damage. Electrons are emitted from the front of the
plasma and are replaced by electrons arriving from the sur-
face of the cathode by a tunneling mechanism. A strong field
near the cathode surface is produced by the positive space
charge of the polarized plasma."

This picture does not make it possible to identify the
phenomena of explosive emission and anomalous emission.
The anomalous emission can be observed repeatedly from
the same wire emitter before it begins to melt, and this phen-
omenon is clearly unrelated to an explosion of the metal.
This picture of explosive emission98 is not consistent with
results on the explosion of conductors, particularly the fol-
lowing point: Experimental data show that the specific input
energy w* at which the metal begins to explode is more than
three times (in the case of tungsten) the corresponding ener-
gy required for the beginning of melting. On the other hand,
it is known92'95 that in the case of microsecond pulses a
sharp increase in the electron current and a melting of the tip
require only a slight increase in the input energy beyond the
initial value of the energy at which the tip does not yet melt.
The anode voltage has to be changed by only 1 % to make the
switch between these two regimes. Consequently, the sharp

increase in the current from the tip, on the one hand, and the
vacuum arc, on the other, during microsecond pulses do not
appear during the explosion of the metal but before or at the
time of the beginning of melting, just as in the case of wires at
high anode voltages t/a or at high voltage drops along the
wire, C/R.

The anomalous emission from the wire has not been
studied during a more rapid heating, in contrast with the
field emission from a fine tip and the associated phenomena,
for which voluminous information was obtained in Ref. 33,
in particular, for shorter pulses. These phenomena are dis-
cussed in detail in the reviews of Refs. 34, 35. There are also
some questions which pertain equally well to microsecond
and nanosecond processes. It is not clear how we are to rec-
oncile the idea of explosive emission with the fact that the
metal loses its conductivity during an electrical explosion.
The disappearance of conductivity is attributed to the famil-
iar "current pause," i.e., a temporary disappearance but not
an increase in the current through the exploding metal. In
the case of explosive emission33'98 the sharp increase in the
current from the tip due to the appearance of a cloud of
explosion products should begin at the value of this current
corresponding to a preexplosion liquid state of the metal, not
a solid state. In a preexplosion state the temperature is ~ 3
times the melting temperature of the metal, and the metal is
in the stage in which the metallic conductivity is beginning
to disappear. We have no experimental data on the emission
properties of the metal in such a state. Furthermore, outside
the metal the emission current must flow through metal va-
por. The equilibrium pressure of this vapor exceeds atmo-
spheric pressure, since the temperature of the metal before
the explosion is higher than its normal boiling point. For
these reasons, we could hardly generate reliable estimates of
the field-emission current from a tip either just before or
after its explosion. These difficulties remain when we try to
explain the high electron current during explosive emission
as a consequence of a rise of the emitter temperature to tens
of thousands of degrees.99'100

If it is assumed that the anomalies in the thermionic
emission which are seen during the intense heating of wires
by a dense current result from a lowering of the work func-
tion of the metal, <p, then the phenomena observed during
dense current pulses in the tips of thermionic field emitters
could be pictured as follows: When the metal is heated nearly
to the melting point the rate of increase of the thermionic
field emission should increase dramatically because a new
factor comes into play85: a lowering of the work function <p.
At the very end of the tip the current densityy and the rate of
energy evolution, dw/dt, increase markedly. There is a cor-
responding contraction (~1//2) of the time interval over
which the metal melts and the liquid metal is heated to the
explosion point; i.e., the time at which melting begins, t"m,
and the time at which the explosion begins, t *, lie close to-
gether and are difficult to distinguish when the entire experi-
ment lasts only 10"7-10~8 s [the ratio (t* — t*m)/t*m be-
comes even smaller if the current in the tip rises because a
discharge is ignited]. In this picture, in contrast with the
picture of explosive emission,33'98 the metal explodes after
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rather than before the beginning of the rapid increase in the
current from the tip.

Reasons for the emission anomalies

In accordance with the hypothesis of nonequilibrium
defects48-85-86 of the metal lattice which we mentioned in the
Introduction, we could imagine the following simple mecha-
nism for the lowering of the work function near the melting
point. The equilibrium density of vacancies in a metal, which
increases rapidly with increasing temperature,4' cannot
reach a steady state during rapid pulsed heating. The reason
is that the bulk of the vacancies are generated at the surface
of the metal and at other boundaries of the single-crystal
grains, and they diffuse comparatively slowly into the interi-
or of the metal (the Schottky mechanism). Until this diffu-
sion is completed, there should be an excess (greater-than-
equilibrium) density of interstitial atoms in the interior of a
crystal because of the deficiency of vacancies, since the anni-
hilation of these atoms with vacancies is reduced. The inter-
stitial atoms may appear in a more rapid process by leaving
lattice sites, i.e., in a process which involves the simulta-
neous appearance of vacancies (a FrenkeF defect). The ex-
cess density of interstitial atoms will presumably deform the
lattice, thereby changing the state of the electrons in the
meal (the Fermi level will rise). As a result, the work function
decreases, and the emission therefore increases. The transi-
tion of the emission to an equilibrium value can be attributed
to the establishment of an equilibrium defect concentration
in the surface layer of the metal. It is difficult to make esti-
mates for these processes86 in the absence of reliable data on
the characteristics of defects near the melting point. It is
possible that in addition to Frenkel' defects we should con-
sider the binary defects mentioned in Ref. 102, which are of
the same type but have a shorter lifetime and a lower forma-
tion energy.

Experiments with yttrium86 revealed a regular depen-
dence of the height of the (n + l)st anomalous-emission
pulse, /„ + j , on the height of the preceding heating pulse, /„.
From the standpoint of the hypothesis of a nonequilibrium
defect concentration this dependence would naturally be ex-
plained as resulting from quenching, which leaves "frozen"
vacancies in the cold metal. The concentration of these va-
cancies increases with the intensity of the preceding heating.
These frozen vacancies lower the anomalous emission by ab-
sorbing the interstitial atoms which arise during the rapid
heating of the emitter during the following pulse, /'„ + , . Con-
sequently, after a "weak" heating pulse / fewer frozen vacan-
cies remain in the cooled metal, so that during the next pulse,
/„ + , , a higher concentration of interstitial atoms is reached,
so that the amplitude of the anomalous emission, /„ + , , is
higher than after an intense preceding heating pulse.

The experiments in Ref. 86 also included a study of the
dependence of the anomalous and normal electron emission

of yttrium on volume contaminants (impurities), whose con-
centration decreases as the emitter is raised to a high tem-
perature. The effects observed in this situation can be de-
scribed qualitatively under the assumption that these
impurity atoms intensify the emission of yttrium in basically
the same way that interstitial yttrium atoms would. The ac-
tual picture of the decrease in the work function cp may of
course be considerably more complicated than this primitive
outline. It may be that a decisive role is played not by the
interstitial atoms, vacancies, and impurity atoms directly
but by complexes of these simple defects.

Working from the Richardson law

41 According to the estimates available, the number of vacancies near the
melting point of a metal does not exceed a few tenths of 1 % of the number
of atoms. Working from the experimental data of Ref. 101 for tungsten,
we find ~3%.

we can attribute the emission anomalies to either a lowering
of the work function <p or a rise of the temperature T due to
overheating of the electron gas (overheating of the metal as a
whole could not be detected from its resistance R ). The possi-
bility of overheating of the electron gas fell into disfavor
after it was learned that the relaxation time of the anomalous
emission is very long (T~ 1-10~4 — 5-10~4 s).

It should be noted that, by analogy with the emission of
thoriated tungsten, which has been studied quite well in the
steady state, we might attempt to explain the anomalous
emission as resulting from the appearance on the surface of
the emitter of a monomolecular film of impurities, even if the
impurity concentration in the interior is low. Such a film
might form through the diffusion of the impurity from the
interior of the emitter during its cooling after a preceding
pulse (a thick film does not form in the case of thoriated
tungsten, since thorium atoms evaporate more readily from
a thick film of thorium than from tungsten). The decrease in
the emission from I (t0) to / (t0 +r) after the time (t0) at which
the heating current / is turned off (Fig. 12) might result from
the evaporation of this film at the high temperature T(t0)
reached at the time t0 (at a high temperature, the film may
evaporate more rapidly than it is replenished by diffusion).

However, the assumption that there is a film of this type
does not agree with the results of the pulsed experiments
which we have been discussing, as can be seen most easily in
the case of tungsten, since tungsten can be purified quite well
by annealing. In Ref. 84, which we mentioned earlier, a
check revealed that there was no film which greatly intensi-
fied the emission from the tungsten emitter. It was found in
Ref. 84 that during pulsed heating the emission is initially
(under the condition r<2600 K^0.7:Tm) the same as the
corresponding value in the steady state and that the anoma-
lous increase in the emission begins only during more intense
pulsed heating. Over the time required to heat the emitter
from T = 0.7 Tm to T (t0), however, it would be unrealistic to
expect the appearance of a film: In the experiments of Ref.
84, this time was 5 10~5 s, and furthermore at T~ T(t0)&
film of this sort should not have formed but evaporated,
since the emission decreases at the temperature T(t0] after
the time t0. The temperature T(t0} could be varied.

Let us list the main experimental results on which our
interpretation of the anomalous emission is based: 1) the un-
usually high electron emission and its decrease to the equi-
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librium value with essentially no change in emitter tempera-
ture (W, Ir, Ni); 2) the effect of "quenching" of the emitter on
the anomalously high emission (Ir); 3) the deviation from
Langmuir's three-halves law for a vacuum diode with a
tungsten emitter, for which the anomalous emission is par-
ticularly high; 4) the passage of the anomalous-emission cur-
rent of tungsten at its peak value through the cutoff magnetic
field; 5) the sharp increase in the rate of increase of the cur-
rent in pulsed thermionic field emission and the ignition of a
vacuum arc before the field emitter begins to melt.

6. SPECIFIC HEAT

The specific heat of refractory metals during rapid heat-
ing by an electric current was studied in Refs. 25, 49, 103,
and 104 at pressures near atmospheric. The heat supplied to
the metal was determined from Joule's law by the method
described in Section 3. Two methods were used to determine
the temperature T. One was based on measurements of the
resistance R of the conductors and the use of the ordinary
temperature dependence of R; no deviations from this ordi-
nary dependence are observed under these heating condi-
tions. The tabulated melting temperature of the given metal
is assigned to the time (t *m) at which the conductor begins to
melt, found from the slope change on the oscilloscope trace
of UR (t) = i(t )R (t) (Fig. 2a). The resistance and the Joule heat
supplied were determined with respect to this change in
slope for various times t<ts

m on the same oscilloscope
traces, UR(t) and Ur(t). This procedure was used only for the
solid state, since the temperature dependence of the resis-
tance has not been studied for liquid refractory metals. The
other method suitable to determine the temperature, which
can be used in both the liquid and solid states, makes use of
Planck's law for the spectral brightness of the thermal emis-
sion of a blackbody, b A [ T ] . The visible emission of a conduc-
tor, which intensifies with increasing temperature T(t}, was
detected with a photoelectric detector and an interference
filter and recorded as oscilloscope traces of the photocurrent
0 (t) = Kex [T(t )]b^ [T(t)]. Here AT characterizes the experi-
mental apparatus, and e^ [T] is the emissivity of the emitter.

In the first experiments25 on the specific heat near the
melting point it was assumed that in a narrow temperature
interval A T for the solid state the emissivity of the metal
surface, EA , remains the same as at the beginning of melting
(at the time t s

m), while for the liquid state eA remains the
same as at the end of melting (at the time t Jj. For such time
intervals A T we have b* [T(t)] = ̂  [Tm ]<*> (t)/<P(t s

m) in the
solid state and bA [T(t}] = bA [Tm]<t> (t )/<*> (t*m)in the liquid
state. In the determination of 6A [T(t)], the quantities <t> (t}/
<P(ts

m) and 4> (t }/<J>(t'm) were determined from oscilloscope
traces of <P (t}, with allowance for the slope changes at t *m and
t 'm. The tabulated melting point of the metal was used for
Tm. These results were used along with ordinary tables for
bt [T] to determine T(t} are various times t. The Joule heat
was determined from the oscilloscope traces of UR (t) and
Ur (t). The accuracy of this optical method deteriorates with
distance from the melting point in either direction along the
temperature scale.

In Refs. 103 and 104 the temperature range over which
this method could be used was broadened greatly by replac-
ing the wires by strips of foil rolled into tubular blackbody
models (E = 1). One end of the tube was pinched, and the
radiation was coupled out of the cavity at the other end with
the help of a cylindrical light-guide with a blackened lateral
surface. This model was used up to the time t', while the
voltage drop across the model, UR (t), was the same as that
across a wire of the same material and the same length at the
same heating current density. In the experiments of Ref. 103,
the model could be heated to a temperature ~ 4000 K by the
time t', while in the experiments of Ref. 104 it could be heat-
ed to ~ 5000 K. The apparent reason for the discrepancy
between the UR (t) curves at t > t' is the development of a
preexisting roughness on the surface of the foil. Pulsed x-ray
photographs showed that there was no significant deforma-
tion of the model as a whole up to the time t' and beyond, up
to the beginning of the explosion of the metal.

The results of these experiments can be summarized as
follows. During heating by a dense current in that region of
the solid state in which anomalies are observed in the elec-
tron emission, an elevated specific heat is also observed.
Near the melting points of the metals studied (W, Ta, Mo,
Nb), the specific heat exceeds the corresponding equilibrium
value by some tenths—outside any possible experimental er-
ror. In the preceding heating stages, i.e., at lower tempera-
tures, there are no anomalies in the specific heat. In the liq-
uid state near the melting point the specific heat is near its
value just before the beginning of melting; later on, this spe-
cific heat decreases. The anomalous behavior of the specific
heat CP(T) near the melting point in the solid and liquid
states remains the same as the heating rate is varied by a
factor ~ 150, i.e., as the current density is varied over the
rangeysS-105 - MO7 A/cm2 (Refs. 25 and 104). (At a lower
heating rate, the heat loss would have to be taken into ac-
count.)

Some of the results are shown in Fig. 17. The circles are
experimental points found in Ref. 49 for the specific heat of
tungsten during pulsed heating (ys;5-106 A/cm2) in mea-
surements of the temperature dependence of R. At TZ 3300
K these points lie above the solid curve, which was obtained
for the slow process in Ref. 101. [According to data from
other investigators, in particular, Ref. 105, the curve of
Cp(T] for tungsten during the slow process near Tm lies
slightly below the solid curve.] At TZ 3500 K, an elevated
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specific heat during the fast process also emerges from the
experiments of Ref. 25, where the temperature was deter-
mined from the emission of the surface of the wires under
study. The results of these measurements for the solid and
liquid states are shown by the dashed curve. With distance
from the melting point in either direction along the tempera-
ture scale, this line does not describe the actual behavior of
Cp (T) because of the change in the emissivity e( T} of the wire
surface.

Figure 18 shows that the specific heat during rapid
heating for tantalum is higher than the corresponding specif-
ic heat in a slow process. In the fast process (the heavy line)
the specific heat was measured for both the solid and liquid
states in Ref. 103 with the help of a blackbody model at
y'^5-106 A/cm2. For the slow process we have taken data
from Refs. 101 and 106 (light lines 1 and 2, respectively). The
dashed line is the specific heat found for liquid tantalum in
Ref. 66 during rapid pulsed heating at a pressure of 1 • 103 atm
in a determination of the temperature from the emission of
the surface of a wire. These results well into the liquid region
are considerably higher than the results of the measurements
with the blackbody model.

The specific heat of niobium during the rapid process
was measured in Ref. 104; in the solid state, the temperature
was determined from the temperature dependence of R at a
comparatively low current density, 7 = 7-105 A/cm2. The
liquid state was studied aty = 5-106 A/cm2 with a blackbody
model. The results of these pulsed measurements are shown
by the circles in Fig. 19. Solid lines 1-3 show data from Refs.
101, 107, and 108, respectively, on the slow process. The
dashed line shows the measurements of Cp in Ref. 66 at a
pressure of 2-103 atm in a fast pulsed regime; the temperature
is determined from the emission of the wire surface. It can be
seen from Figs. 18 and 19 that for niobium, as for tantalum,
the results found from measurements of the specific heat on
the basis of the emission from the wire surface well in the
liquid region are high in comparison with the data found for
the blackbody model. As mentioned above, this diiference
can be explained in a natural way on the basis of a change in
the emissivity of the metal surface, e.

For tungsten, measurements25 of the temperature from
the surface emission also yield an unnaturally high specific
heat at TZ 4000 K (Fig. 17); these measurements were car-
ried out at atmospheric pressure. During a single heating
pulse, a change in e may result not only from an increase in
the temperature of the metal but also from an evaporation of
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FIG. 18. Measurements of the specific heat of tantalum.103
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contaminants from its surface.
This discussion of data on the specific heat of liquid

refractory metals is limited by the lack of corresponding data
for the steady state. The reasons for the anomalies in the
specific heat of the metal in the solid state which occur dur-
ing the fast process have not been finally resolved, and the
same is true of the mechanism for the anomalous emission.
With regard to the hypothesis of nonequilibrium defects in
the metal we can offer the following comments. We know
that as a metal is heated slowly in its solid state, and the
melting point is approached, the specific heat will increase.
This increase can be explained in a natural way as resulting
from an expenditure of energy on the formation of thermal
lattice defects.101 The nonequilibrium nature of the defects
could therefore be expected to be manifested as features in
the specific heat, and these features would appear near the
melting point, where they are in fact observed. The sugges-
tion that the anomalies in the specific heat are of the same
physical nature as those in the electron emission agrees with
the fact that the anomalies are seen in the same state of the
metal in the two cases and under the same heating condi-
tions. There has been no study of the specific heat of low-
melting metals during rapid heating by a current (j £ 106 A/
cm2).

7. CONCLUSION

1. We have seen that in pulsed experiments with very
dense currents it is possible to obtain information about the
properties of metals which is fundamentally different from
that which can be obtained by steady-state methods.109'110

This information is required primarily for metals at the high
temperatures inaccessible to steady-state methods. When a
pulsed method is used, however, it is necessary to determine
whether this method yields equilibrium values of the mea-
sured properties. This important question is resolved in con-
trol experiments where it is possible to compare directly data
obtained in pulsed and steady-state regimes, i.e., at relatively
low temperatures or for the less refractory metals. It should
be kept in mind that the pulsed method discussed here (in
contrast with the steady-state method) is equally suitable for
metals with all melting points.

Control experiments have shown that pulsed and
steady-state measurements yield essentially the same results
for several properties (in particular, the heat of fusion, the
electrical conductivity in the liquid and solid states at the
melting point, and the thermal expansion in the first part of
the liquid region). It is thus possible to find the equilibrium
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values of these properties within the accuracy of experi-
ments by the pulsed method. A convincing example is the
measurement of the heat effusion of niobium, where a value
of 297 J/g was found111 inafast(~ 10~~5 — s) pulsed process,
and 290 J/g was found112 in a slow (~ 10"1 — s) pulsed pro-
cess. Measurements by a magnetic levitation method yield-
ed55 297 J/g. The heat of fusion which had been predicted for
niobium before these experiments was113 355 J/g. Nonequi-
librium phenomena—anomalies in the emission and the spe-
cific heat—have been observed in pulsed experiments only in
a comparatively narrow temperature interval near the melt-
ing points of the metals.

The only studies of the liquid state of a metal which
have been carried out at high input energies have been in the
pulsed regime, so that it is not yet possible to compare the
results of pulsed and steady-state measurements for such
states.

In most studies of the properties of metals during fast
pulsed heating the results are presented as functions of the
energy supplied to the metal. The complicated problem of
measuring the high temperatures under these conditions can
be approached by using a blackbody model which will be
destroyed as the ("exploding") metal test sample (Section 6).
Such a model is exceedingly useful for high-temperature ex-
periments with liquid metals, since the emissivities of the
surfaces of liquid metals and the temperature dependences
of their other properties have not been studied.

2. Rapid heating by an electric current opens up some
broad possibilities for obtaining experimental data in a re-
gion which has received little study: that of high tempera-
tures and high pressures. Obviously, it is much easier to pro-
duce a high pressure in a metal for a brief time by pulsed
heating than in a steady state. Pulsed thermocompression is
a promising method (Section 3), and corresponding studies
have already begun. In particular, the electrical conductivity
of liquid metals (Al, Cu, Mo, and W) has been studied57'58-114

at pressures up to ~ 4-104 atm, generated by pulsed thermo-
compression. It was found in Ref. 64 that the amount of
energy which can be pumped into a metal sample is signifi-
cantly higher if the volume into which it can expand is limit-
ed than in the case of free expansion. The conductivity of a
liquid metal (tungsten) changes only very slightly in a re-
stricted volume. An even higher pressure can be achieved,
and even more energy can be injected into a metal in a con-
densed state, in the thermocompression method by increas-
ing the density of the heating current (i.e., increasing the
heating rate) or by also imposing an external pressure.

3. Studies of the physical mechanism for the anomalies
in the electron emission and specific heat are interesting, as is
a study of the suggested relationship between these anoma-
lies and thermal defects in a metal. These questions have not
been finally resolved and require further study. Without go-
ing into the concrete reasons for the anomalies in the elec-
tron emission and the specific heat, we can imagine the fol-
lowing general scheme for the occurrence of nonequilibrium
phenomena in pulsed experiments: As a metal is heated quite
rapidly, certain features of its original state (a comparatively
low-temperature state) may be carried along to the higher

temperatures. Here we mean, on the one hand, the equilibri-
um features of the original state (the concentration of ther-
mal defects, for example) and, on the other, nonequilibrium
features of the original state which resulted from a prelimi-
nary treatment of the metal. There is thus an analogy (an
inverse analogy) with ordinary quenching, in which the fea-
tures of the state of the metal characteristic of high tempera-
tures are carried down to low temperatures through a rapid
cooling.

Despite the short life of the nonequilibrium phenomena
which result from the pulsed heating of the metal to a high
temperature, these phenomena may play an important role
in fast processes (according to Ref. 86, the relaxation time of
the anomalous emission is ~5-10~4 s).

According to this general picture, the proposed expla-
nation for the anomalous emission in terms of nonequilibri-
um thermal defects is (Section 5) the transfer of a negligibly
low equilibrium vacancy concentration corresponding to the
original temperature up to high temperatures, where the
equilibrium vacancy concentration would be far higher.
From this standpoint, the dependence of the amplitude of
the anomalous-emission pulse on the rate of cooling of the
emitter after a preceding pulse which was discovered in Ref.
86 could be explained in a natural way as the result of the
transfer to the high-temperature region of nonequilibrium
features of the original low-temperature state (i.e., features
which reflect the "prehistory" of the metal). The same could
be said regarding the dependence of the heat of fusion of a
metal during rapid heating on the particular features of the
preceding treatment, mentioned in the Introduction. Signifi-
cantly, these features can be controlled or eliminated
through a sufficiently slow preliminary heating or a prelimi-
nary annealing.

4. The disappearance of the conductivity of a metal and
the conversion of a metal into a sol which are observed dur-
ing pulsed heating at high input energies (Section 4) can be
discussed in a natural way in connection with the general
problem of metal-nonmetal transitions.115

The questions and experimental results which we have
reviewed here obviously do not exhaust the possibilities for
obtaining information about the properties of metals
through rapid pulsed heating by an electric current, in parti-
cular, at high pulsed pressures. More information could be
obtained by studying other metals (including amorphous
metals) and other conducting materials (e.g., carbon and,
especially, various alloys). Pulsed heating also holds promise
for studying the strength characteristics of metals and alloys
near the region of the transition to the liquid state. It would
be particularly interesting to study other physical phenom-
ena and the relationships between them. We make particular
note of thermoelectric phenomena, where we could expect to
find some distinctive features under anomalous-emission
conditions.

We wish to thank G. I. Mozharov for a discussion of
several questions discussed in this article.
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